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SUMMARY
The quantity of rich, semi-structured data generated by sensor networks, sci-
entific simulation, business activity, and the Internet grows daily. The objective of
this research is to investigate architectural requirements for emerging applications in
massive graph analysis. Using emerging hybrid systems, we will map applications to
architectures and close the loop between software and hardware design in this appli-
cation space. Parallel algorithms and specialized machine architectures are necessary
to handle the immense size and rate of change of today’s graph data. To highlight
the impact of this work, we describe a number of relevant application areas ranging
from biology to business and cybersecurity. With several proposed architectures for
massively parallel graph analysis, we investigate the interplay of hardware, algorithm,
data, and programming model through real-world experiments and simulations. We
demonstrate techniques for obtaining parallel scaling on multithreaded systems using
graph algorithms that are orders of magnitude faster and larger than the state of
the art. The outcome of this work is a proposed hybrid architecture for massive-
scale analytics that leverages key aspects of data-parallel and highly multithreaded
systems. In simulations, the hybrid systems incorporating a mix of multithreaded,
shared memory systems and solid state disks performed up to twice as fast as either




The quantity of rich, semi-structured data generated by sensor networks, scientific
simulation, business activity, and the Internet grows daily. In the past, collection and
analysis of data using relational queries was sufficient. Today, complex analytics and
near real-time responses to new data are required. To meet the demand and keep
up with ever-increasing data rates, novel solutions in the form of hardware, software,
and algorithms are required.
The objective of this research is to investigate architectural requirements for
emerging applications in massive graph analysis. Using emerging hybrid systems,
we will map applications to architectures and close the loop between software and
hardware design in this application space.
A brief summary of graph theory is presented in Chapter 2. It is argued that
parallel algorithms and specialized machine architectures are necessary to handle the
immense size and rate of change of today’s graph data. To highlight the impact of this
work, we investigate a number of relevant application areas ranging from biology to
business and cybersecurity. We will see that there are several competing architectures
and programming models for massively parallel graph analysis today. We also present
several research efforts in high performance graph analytics, including our work at
Georgia Institute of Technology.
Chapter 3 presents GraphCT, a graph analysis toolkit that contains parallel graph
algorithms and an in-memory workflow. We offer an in-depth study of several al-
gorithms and their performance and scalability on the Cray XMT. Techniques for
algorithm engineering and software development are described. GraphCT is an open
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source package that compiles and runs on the Cray XMT and x86 workstations with
OpenMP.
Turning from static to dynamic graph analysis, Chapter 4 examines data struc-
tures and new algorithms for online analysis of graph data in a streaming and se-
mantic environment. STINGER is an open source, hybrid parallel data structure for
dynamic, streaming graphs that contain rich semantic data and runs on the Cray
XMT and x86 systems. We demonstrate techniques for obtaining high performance
and scalability in STINGER. We describe several new algorithms for keeping ana-
lytics, such as clustering coefficients and connected components, up to date given an
infinite stream of edge insertions and deletions.
In Chapter 5, we describe and consider several alternative programming models for
graph analytics. Graph applications are often designed in the shared memory model,
but new technologies, such as MapReduce clouds, can be considered as alternative
styles. We show that MapReduce is a poor choice for most graph algorithms, but the
bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) programming model is potentially useful for graphs.
We study several algorithms in the BSP model and measure their performance and
scalability on existing systems. To accommodate future data volumes, we construct
a model that estimates algorithm performance given a combination of main memory,
hard disk drives, and solid state disks. We use the model to estimate the concurrency
required for each to meet a given performance target.
Chapter 6 describes a data analysis hierarchy of disk- and memory-based systems
and argues that analytics can be run throughout the hierarchy wherever it is most
efficient given the state of the data and the algorithm. We use the data access model
from Chapter 5 to estimate algorithm performance in the the hybrid system and model
under what conditions each system architecture should be used for best performance.
We find that a small number of random data references greatly impacts execution
time when the disparity between random and linear access rates is large.
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For maximum impact on future system designs, Chapter 7 summarizes the impor-
tant architecture-related experimental results and considers the challenges of future
system design in several key areas related to data-intensive analytics. Applying the
conclusions of this thesis, a discussion of each of the key recommendations for mas-
sive graph analysis follows. The computer architecture community is challenged to
consider the role of macroarchitecture research in future system designs.
Across these chapters, we witness a compelling argument for broad data-driven
research that combines new algorithms and programming models, runtime systems,
hardware devices and system architectures, and analysis techniques. At the conclusion
of this research, we more fully understand the algorithmic techniques necessary to
increase parallelism and obtain strong scalability with tens of thousands of threads on
scale-free graphs. We have created high performance data structures and algorithms
to cope with high rates of change in network topologies. We have analyzed graph
algorithms in light of the programming model and the hardware they are executed
on, and modeled their performance on future hybrid systems. Future research in this
area will continue to require co-analysis of algorithm, machine, and data for high
performance.
This dissertation is based on a number of the author’s peer-reviewed journal and
conference papers:
“GraphCT: Multithreaded Algorithms for Massive Graph Analysis”
This article describes the design and performance of an end-to-end graph analytics
suite for the Cray XMT. It is featured in Chapter 3.
“A Faster Parallel Algorithm and Efficient Multithreaded Implementa-
tions for Evaluating Betweenness Centrality on Massive Datasets”
This paper describes a lock-free parallel algorithm for estimating betweenness cen-
trality on the Cray XMT, and is the basis for Section 3.3.
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“Generalizing k-Betweenness Centrality Using Short Paths and a Parallel
Multithreaded Implementation”
This paper describes an extension of betweenness centrality to increase robustness in
the measure. It is featured in Section 3.3.
“STINGER: High Performance Data Structure for Streaming Graphs”
This paper describes a parallel data structure for streaming, semantic graphs and
techniques for obtaining millions of updates per second on commodity and HPC
hardware. It is detailed in Chapter 4.
“Massive Streaming Data Analytics: A Case Study with Clustering Coef-
ficients”
This paper describes several algorithmic approaches to tracking clustering coefficients
on an edge stream of insertions and deletions. It is the basis for Section 4.3.
“Tracking Structure of Streaming Social Networks”
This paper describes an algorithm and heuristics for efficiently updating the connected
components of the graph given a stream of edge insertions and deletions. It is the
basis for Section 4.4.
“Investigating Graph Algorithms in the BSP Model on the Cray XMT”
This paper implements several graph algorithms in the BSP model and describes
parallel performance effects on the Cray XMT comparing against highly-tuned shared
memory implementations. It contributes to Section 5.2.
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CHAPTER II
ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
It is said that the beginning of graph theory came about as the result of Leonhard
Euler’s 18th Century study of the seven bridges of Konigsberg. Defining each area
of land as a vertex and each bridge as an edge, Euler constructed a graph and later
proved that all seven bridges could not be traversed without traversing one more
than once. Today, modern graph theory permeates many application areas including
business, biology, sociology, and computer science.
In graph theory, a graph G = (V,E) is composed of a set of vertices V and a set
of edges E. An edge e ∈ E consists of a pair of vertices 〈u, v〉 | u, v ∈ V representing
a relationship between those two vertices. The edges in a graph can be directed or
undirected. In many practical implementations, an undirected graph is a special case
of a directed graph in which for each edge 〈u, v〉, the corresponding edge 〈v, u〉 is
required to exist. A graph in which each edge is assigned a type is sometimes referred
to as a semantic graph. In this case, the edge is represented by a 3-tuple 〈u, v, w〉
in which u and v are nouns and w represents the verb relating one to the other.
Vertices can also be assigned types. In some applications, the type may be referred
to as a weight, a color, or a timestamp. The vertex or edge type may be a vector.
A multigraph is a graph in which an edge between two vertices can be non-unique.
A hypergraph is a special type of graph in which a single edge relates more than two
vertices.
For several decades, our increasingly digital world has produced overwhelming
quantities of raw, unstructured data that can be analyzed as a massive graph. Genome
sequences, protein interaction networks, and digital medical records can be used
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to better understand human disease. Financial markets handling billions of shares
changing hands each day must identify and handle fraudulent activity. Online social
networks, with upwards of one billion active users, can yield invaluable data about
social, retail, and health trends, among others.
The size and speed at which data is created necessitates the use of parallel com-
puting to conduct analyses. However, parallel computing reveals a challenging new
side of graph theory. Let us consider a textbook example. Given an undirected graph
G with vertex set V and edge set E and a source vertex v ∈ V . The objective is
to find all vertices reachable from v. In classical graph theory, we can do so using
a breadth-first search or a depth-first search. The two algorithms produce the same
result, albeit in a different order, with the same work complexity. In parallel graph
algorithms, the breadth-first search can be parallelized in a level-synchronous fash-
ion: all of the vertices in level d of the graph can search their neighbors and identify
those vertices at level d+ 1 in parallel [1]. Alternatively, one could start several par-
tial breadth-first searches in the graph and combine their results to obtain the final
answer [2]. There is no known parallel algorithm for depth-first search.
This simple example illustrates a common theme in parallel graph analysis. The
quantity of parallelism available in a graph algorithm can vary widely. Some classical
algorithms contain little or no parallelism, and new algorithms must be developed
that can scale to large parallel systems and large data sets.
2.1 Relevant Applications
2.1.1 Computational Biology
The size and scope of sequencing the human genome required computational tools
to complete. High-speed “shotgun sequencing” technology is currently used for high
throughput analysis. This technique produces many small sequences that must be
stitched together. A number of tools have been proposed. Velvet is a package of
6
algorithms for assembling so-called “shotgun sequences” using de Bruijin graphs [3].
A vertex in the graph represents an overlapping k-mer with directed edges to other
overlapping k-mers. A read is then mapped to a traversal of the graph.
With the ability to sequence entire genomes, it becomes possible to infer evo-
lutionary events through phylogenetic tree construction. One method constructs a
maximum likelihood tree based on DNA sequences and a probabilistic model of evo-
lution [4]. Constructing the tree from multiple gene rearrangement events can be
formulated as a series of Traveling Salesperson Problems [5], which are NP-complete.
Spectral methods of graph partitioning have also been applied to phylogenetic tree
construction [6].
The study of protein-protein interaction networks in yeast reveals a power-law
distribution in connectivity. Using vertices to represent a protein and edges to rep-
resent a producer-consumer interaction, Barabasi noted a correlation between vertex
degree and the change in phenotype when the protein is removed [7]. It was later
discovered that a relationship existed between betweenness centrality [8] of a vertex in
the network and the essentiality of a protein [9]. Bader and Madduri used a parallel,
multithreaded algorithm for betweenness centrality to rank proteins in the human
protein interaction network [10], obtaining a 16x speedup with 32 threads.
2.1.2 Business Analytics
Graph theory has the potential to impact large-scale business operations. Guimerà
analyzed the worldwide air transportation network, discovering an average shortest
path distance of 4.4 [11]. The clustering coefficient for the network was significantly
higher than for a random graph, providing further evidence of a small-world property.
A betweenness centrality analysis found that Anchorage, Alaska was in the top 25
most central cities, but had few connections to other cities. The networks used in
this study consisted of 3,883 vertices and 27,051 edges.
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Other studies have looked at road networks [12], railway networks [13], and cargo
ship networks [14]. Among shipping routes, betweenness centrality indicates that
some ports are highly central for all types of vessels (i.e. the Suez Canal), while
others are only central for a specific type of ship. The authors performed a triad
motif study that found transitive triads to be prominent with few intransitive motifs.
This suggests that the routes are chosen to have robustness and resilience to weather
and equipment failure.
The study of transportation networks has societal impact above and beyond the
business case. Invasive organisms can be transported by boat through ballast tanks
or inside shipping containers from one continent to another [14]. Colizza et. al
demonstrated that the airline transportation network, when combined with popu-
lation census data, could be used to understand the pattern of worldwide disease
spread [15].
Beyond transportation networks, graph theory can provide deeper insight into in-
frastructure reliability. When applied to the North American electric power grid, new
forms of betweenness centrality enable power distribution companies to understand
the effect of multiple failures [16]. In this particular work, the Cray XMT is a good
fit for the problem and achieves strong scalability up to 64 processors.
2.1.3 Security
The growing corpus of data that is available to law enforcement makes finding the
proverbial “needle in a haystack” ever more difficult. Turning that data into ac-
tionable information quickly is also a challenge. Approximate subgraph isomorphism
and more complex social network analysis metrics have proven useful for detecting
anomalous activity in terrorist networks [17]. Yet still, better algorithms and scalable
systems are needed to reduce the number of false positives considered. In many cases,
optimizing the criteria of interest is NP-complete, motivating the development of fast
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heuristics.
The link graph of the world wide web is known to have a power-law distribution
in the number of neighbors and a small diameter, although estimates of the diameter
vary widely [18, 19]. This structure is thought to provide robustness to the removal
of pages [20]. However, it has been shown that the network is still vulnerable to an
intentional attack by an adversary, despite its scale-free structure [21].
Graph analytics in this application area look for anomalous events and structures.
In a large network with many thousands of systems and applications, an anomalous
event may be implicated in a compromise or pending attack. New algorithms can
help improve spam and fraud detection for corporate systems using both the content
of the message and the pattern of activity, which is language-agnostic.
2.1.4 Social Networks
The growth of massive social networks on the Internet in recent years is staggering.
Facebook has more than 1 billion users, over half of which are active daily [22].
Twitter has tens of millions of users, and the blogosphere has an estimated hundreds of
millions of English language blogs. In each case, the network contains both topological
information (actors and links) as well as a rich semantic network of interactions. If
the topology information of Facebook alone was represented in compressed sparse
row (CSR) format with edge weights using 64-bit data types, the data structure alone
would cost over 1.9 TiB of memory. The scale of these social networks necessitates
specialized computer architecture and massively parallel algorithms for analysis.
In a recent paper (see [23]), we formed a social graph from posts on Twitter
relating to a national influenza outbreak and a local historic flood event. Applying
social network analytics to these datasets, we determined that during a crisis period,
Twitter behaves primarily as a broadcast medium for government and the news media
to spread information to the public. However, our analysis showed that some local
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individual users were equally important in disseminating content. A very small subset
of the posts were conversational in nature, but remained on topic.
A key challenge is mapping individuals to distinct or overlapping communities
based on the structure of the network. The classic example in the literature is
Zachary’s karate club, in which the interactions of 34 people are observed and recorded
over two years [24]. Graph partitioning algorithms generally agree that two commu-
nities exist. Girvan and Newman proposed using betweenness centrality to remove
links from the network until communities formed [25], although this approach is
computationally-intensive. More recently, Clauset, Newman, and Moore developed
an agglomerative clustering approach that maximizes modularity in the clusters [26].
We provided a generalized parallel framework for agglomerative clustering, based on
CNM, that is agnostic to the scoring method [27].
Until recently, social networks, such as the karate club, were analyzed as a com-
plete picture. If the structure of the graph changed significantly, the analytics would
be recomputed. Current social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, are too large
and the ingest rate of new edge data is too high to sustain such a static “snapshot”
analysis. In many cases, little or no change in the metric of interest is generated by
a new edge insertion or deletion. In order to exploit this locality of sensitivity, we
developed methodologies for tracking the clustering coefficients [28] and connected
components [29] of a streaming graph. We are also developing a parallel data struc-
ture called STINGER [30] that is the foundation for our temporal analytics. We will
briefly describe these contributions in Chapter 4.
2.2 Architectures and Programming Models
Real world networks challenge modern computing in several ways. These graphs
typically exhibit “small-world” [31] properties such as small diameter and skewed
degree distribution. The low diameter implies that all reachable vertices can be
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found in a small number of hops. A highly skewed degree distribution, where most
vertices have a few neighbors and several vertices have many neighbors, will often lead
to workload imbalance among threads. One proposed solution is to handle high- and
low-degree vertices separately; parallelize work across low-degree vertices and within
high-degree vertices. A runtime system must be able to handle dynamic, fine-grained
parallelism among hundreds of thousands of threads with low overhead. Executing a
breadth-first search from a particular vertex quickly consumes the entire graph. The
memory access pattern of such an operation is unpredictable with little spatial or
temporal locality. Caches are ineffective for lowering memory access latency in this
case.
In this section, two very different hardware platforms and programming models
for massively parallel applications are discussed. The first, the Cray XMT, is a shared
memory supercomputer purpose-built for large graph analytics with terabytes of main
memory. The second, the MapReduce cluster, is made up of commodity servers and
networks and is able to scale out to petabyte-sized datasets.
2.2.1 Cray XMT
The Cray XMT [32] is a supercomputing platform designed to accelerate massive
graph analysis codes. The architecture tolerates high memory latencies using mas-
sive hardware multithreading. Fine-grained synchronization constructs are supported
through full-empty bits as well as atomic fetch-and-add instructions. A large fully
shared memory enables the analysis of graphs on the order of one billion vertices
using a well-understood programming model.
Each Threadstorm processor within a Cray XMT contains 128 hardware streams.
Streams may block temporarily while waiting for a long-latency instruction, such as
a memory request, to return. The processor will execute one instruction per cycle
from hardware streams that have instructions ready to execute. The Cray XMT
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does not require locality to obtain good performance. Instead, latency to memory is
tolerated entirely by hardware multithreading, making this machine a good candidate
for memory-intensive codes like those found in graph analysis.
The Cray XMT located at Pacific Northwest National Lab contains 128 Thread-
storm processors running at 500 MHz. These 128 processors support over 12 thousand
hardware thread contexts. The globally addressable shared memory totals 1 TiB.
Memory addresses are hashed globally to break up locality and reduce hot-spotting.
The Cray XMT2 is a next-generation system located at the Swiss National Supercom-
puting Centre and contains 64 Threadstorm processors with 2 TiB globally shared
memory.
A global shared memory provides an easy programming model for the graph appli-
cation developer. Due to the “small-world” nature of the graphs of interest, finding
a balanced partition of vertices or edges across multiple distinct memories can be
difficult. The Cray XMT has proved useful in a number of irregular applications
including string matching [33], document clustering [34], triangle counting [35], hash
tables [36], static graph analysis [16, 23, 27, 37, 38] and streaming graphs [28, 29].
2.2.2 MapReduce
MapReduce is a parallel programming model for large data computations on dis-
tributed memory clusters [39]. MapReduce jobs consist of two functions: a mapper
and a reducer. The mapper takes (key, value) pairs as input and produces an in-
termediate set of (key, value) pairs. The intermediate (key, value) pairs are shuffled
among the reducers according to key. The reducers combine the values for a given
key into a single output.
While developed at Google initially for faster search indexing using PageRank,
MapReduce has attracted the attention of the large graph analytics community for its
ability to perform operations on petabyte-scale datasets. HADI [40] is a MapReduce
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algorithm for computing the effective diameter of a graph, or the minimum number
of hops such that 90 percent of connected pairs of vertices can reach each other. The
algorithm iteratively expands a neighborhood around each vertex. The authors report
a running time of 3.5 hours to calculate the effective diameter of a Kronecker graph
with two billion edges and 177 thousand vertices.
Cohen gives algorithms in the MapReduce model for triangle counting and con-
nected components in [41]. The connected components algorithm begins by mapping
each vertex to its own component, then iteratively merging components according to
the edges in the graph, similar to the Shiloach-Vishkin classical algorithm [42]. In his
conclusion, Cohen points out that the MapReduce model leaves open the possibility
of moving the entire graph from one processing node to another. Most graphs consist
of one giant connected component and many small components on the fringe. In this
case, indeed much of the graph edges will be processed and subsequently dropped (by
the relabeling) by one machine.
Chierichetti et. al parallelize a classical greedy algorithm for the NP-hard max-
cover problem using MapReduce with similar performance and approximation guar-
antees [43]. A MapReduce algorithm for clustering coefficients is given in [44]. On
a MapReduce cluster with 32 nodes and gigabit Ethernet interconnect, the authors
calculate the clustering coefficient of a web graph with 1.63 million vertices and 5.68
million edges in 160 seconds. The literature contains many other examples of simple
graph analytics computed on distributed memory clusters with MapReduce whose
performance leaves room for improvement.
The core strength of MapReduce is its ability analyze truly massive datasets using
commodity hardware. However, the programming model gives the programmer no
control over data movement or locality. As a result, network bandwidth is often the
bottleneck in MapReduce jobs. Further, current implementations, such as Yahoo’s
Hadoop [45] require intermediate data to be written to disk between phases and
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iterations. Some graph algorithms have the ability to generate a large amount of
intermediate data between iterations (such as breadth-first search).
One proposed solution is to develop a hybrid system that leverages the MapReduce
model to store the raw data and build the graph, but does the graph analytics in a
massively parallel multithreaded environment [46]. The authors considered a scale-
free input graph with 4.3 billion vertices and 275 billion edges. The experiment
involved extracting a subgraph covering 10 percent of the vertices and finding shortest
paths between 30 pairs of vertices in the subgraph. The Hadoop cluster took 24
hours to do the extraction and 103 hours to perform the shortest paths computation.
The multithreaded system, a Sun UltraSPARC T2, performed the shortest paths
computation on the subgraph in several seconds, taking only about 50 minutes of
time to transfer the graph from one system to the other.
2.3 High Performance Graph Research
Much of the prior work on graph analysis software was done in the context of se-
quential algorithms on desktop workstations. Many such packages exist, such as
Pajek [47], UCINET [48], igraph [49], Tulip [50] and Cytoscape [51], among others.
These packages contain a number of different analytics that can be computed, and
many are also able to visualize the input graph. Efficient visualization of scale-free
networks is a topic that is still open for research. Due to resource requirements of
some algorithms, these packages are limited in the size of the input graph they can
process; usually ten thousand to several million edges.
In order to analyze current graph data with billions of edges, there are several
ongoing research efforts in high performance graph analysis. Each of the following
projects targets a different programming model and hardware architecture.
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2.3.1 Parallel Boost Graph Library
The Parallel Boost Graph Library (PBGL) [52] is a C++ library for distributed
memory graph computations. The API is similar to, but not fully compatible with,
that of the Boost Graph Library. PBGL is designed for distributed memory clusters
that use the Message Passing Interface (MPI). The edges of the graph are stored in an
adjacency list that is distributed among the cluster nodes. PBGL supports edge and
vertex weights, or properties, that are distributed with the graph. Algorithms such as
breadth-first search, Dijkstra single source shortest path, and connected components
are provided. The authors report scalable performance up to about 100 processors.
Graph processing using distributed memory clusters can be challenging as edges and
vertices may not be easily partitioned among the cluster nodes and the cost and
volume of communication and synchronization may be quite high. Recent research
by the PBGL team suggests that the use of active messages in graph algorithms may
help to reduce the communication cost in distributed memory systems [53].
2.3.2 GraphCT
GraphCT [54] is a framework for developing parallel and scalable static graph al-
gorithms on multithreaded platforms. The foundation of GraphCT is a modular
kernel-based design using efficient data representations in which an analysis workflow
can be expressed through a series of function calls. All functions are required to
use a single graph data representation. While other frameworks use different data
structures for different input graphs or analysis kernels, the use of a single common
data structure enables plug-and-play capability as well as ease of implementation and
sharing new kernels. Basic data input/output as well as fundamental graph opera-
tions such as subgraph extraction are provided to enable domain scientists to focus on
implementing high-level analyses. A wide variety of multithreaded graph algorithms
are provided including clustering coefficients, connected components, betweenness
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centrality, k-core, and others, from which workflows can easily be developed. Anal-
ysis can be conducted on unweighted and weighted graphs, undirected and directed.
GraphCT can be built on the Cray XMT with XMT-C or on a commodity workstation
using OpenMP.
2.3.3 Sandia Multithreaded Graph Library
Sandia’s Multithreaded Graph Library (MTGL) [55] is a C++ library for imple-
menting graph routines on multithreaded architectures, particularly the Cray XMT.
MTGL uses the notion of a visitor class to describe operations that take place when
a vertex is visited, such as during a breadth-first search.
MTGL is suited for directed and undirected graphs, graphs with types, and multi-
graphs. On the Cray XMT, important primitives such as full-empty bit semantics
and atomic fetch-and-add are wrapped with new MTGL designations. MTGL suc-
cessfully implements scalable versions of popular kernels such as breadth-first search,
connected components, and st-connectivity.
For portability to commodity shared-memory systems, such as x86 workstations,
MTGL will run atop Sandia’s Qthreads user-level threading library [56]. Qthreads
emulates the full-empty bit memory semantics on commodity systems and takes ad-
vantage of hardware support for atomic fetch-and-add when available. On multicore
systems, Qthreads provides lightweight threads that are required for the fine-grained
parallelism of graph applications.
2.3.4 Knowledge Discovery Toolbox
The Knowledge Discovery Toolbox (KDT) [57] enables high performance graph anal-
ysis in Python by leveraging highly-tuned sparse linear algebra kernels. The linear
algebra kernels are written as a C-language library, enabling support for MPI and
accelerators. In distributed mode, the adjacency matrix is striped across nodes using
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a 1D vertex partitioning. Linear algebra primitives are exposed to the Python envi-
ronment as functions and operators. In this manner, graph algorithms that are easily
expressed as matrix computations are programmed in a straightforward manner and
scaled to large clusters with low complexity.
One drawback to this approach is the overhead of interactions between Python
and the C-language library modules. The frequency of data and control transfer
between Python and C correlates with performance. For example, filtering edges
with a user-specified filter in Python exhibits lower performance than a built-in filter
in C because an interaction is required for each edge. While this approach is very
powerful on a number of graph algorithms, it is not yet well-understood how to apply
this approach to all graph algorithms, including those for streaming updates.
2.3.5 Google Pregel
Pregel [58] is a distributed graph processing system with a C++ API developed by
Google. To avoid issues of deadlock and data races, Pregel uses a bulk synchronous
parallel (BSP) model of computation. A graph computation is broken up into a
sequence of iterations. In each iteration, a vertex is able to 1) receive messages
from the previous iteration, 2) do local computation or modify the graph, and 3)
send messages to vertices that will be received in the next iteration. Similar to
MapReduce in many ways, chains of iterations are used to solve a graph query in
a fault-tolerant manner across hundreds or thousands of distributed workstations.
Unlike MapReduce, however, vertices in Pregel can maintain state between iterations,
reducing the communication cost.
To support this model of computation in a distributed cluster environment, Pregel
assigns vertices to machines along with all of their incident edges. A common oper-
ation is for a vertex to send a message to its neighbors, which are readily available,
but the model allows for sending messages to any vertex that is known by the sender
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through other means. By default, the assignment of vertex to machine is based on
a random hash function yielding a uniform distribution of the vertices. Real-world
graphs, however, have the scale-free property. In this case, the distribution of edges
will be uneven with one or several machines acquiring high degree vertices, and there-




The vast quantity of data being created by social networks [22], sensor networks [59],
healthcare records [60], bioinformatics [7], computer network security [21], computa-
tional sciences [61], and many other fields offers new challenges for analysis. When
represented as a graph, this data can fuel knowledge discovery by revealing significant
interactions and community structures. Current network analysis software packages
(e.g. Pajek [47], R (igraph) [49], Tulip [50], UCInet [48]) can handle graphs up to
several thousand vertices and a million edges. These applications are limited by the
scalability of the supported algorithms and the resources of the workstation. In order
to analyze today’s graphs and the semantic data of the future, scalable algorithms
and machine architectures are needed for data-intensive computing. GraphCT [62] is
a collection of new parallel and scalable algorithms for static graph analysis. These
algorithms, running atop multithreaded architectures such as the Cray XMT, can
analyze graphs with hundreds of millions of vertices and billions of edges in minutes,
instead of days or weeks. GraphCT is able to, for the first time, enable analysts and
domain experts to conduct in-depth analytical workflows of their data at massive
scales.
The foundation of GraphCT is a modular, kernel-based design using efficient data
representations in which an analysis workflow can be expressed through a series of
function calls. The high-level framework is illustrated in Figure 1. All functions
are required to use a single graph data representation. The use of a single common
data structure enables plug-and-play capability as well as ease of implementation and
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Figure 1: GraphCT is an open source framework for developing scalable multi-
threaded graph analytics in a cross-platform environment.
sharing new kernels. Basic data input/output as well as fundamental graph opera-
tions such as subgraph extraction are provided to enable domain scientists to focus
on conducting high-level analyses. A wide variety of multithreaded graph algorithms
are provided including clustering coefficients, connected components, betweenness
centrality, k-core, and others, from which workflows can be easily developed. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates an example workflow. Analysis can be conducted on unweighted
and weighted graphs, undirected and directed. Limited sections of GraphCT are
parallelized for parallel platforms other than the Cray XMT.
A number of software applications have been developed for analyzing and visual-
izing graph datasets. Among them, Pajek is one of the most widely used, along with
R (igraph), Tulip, UCInet, and many others [47, 49, 50, 48]. While each application
has its differences, all are limited by the size of workstation main memory and do
not take advantage of parallel systems. Pajek has been known to run complex graph
analytics on inputs with up to two million vertices, but many other applications are
limited to tens or hundreds of thousands of vertices.
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Figure 2: An example user analysis workflow in which the graph is constructed, the
vertices are labeled according to their connected components, and a single component
is extracted for further analysis using several complex metrics, such as betweenness
centrality.
Table 1: Graph analysis packages and frameworks currently under development.
Package Interface Parallel Memory O(Edges) Analytics Frameworks
Pregel [58] C++ X Distributed on-disk 127 billion X
MTGL [55] C++ X Shared (Cray XMT) 35 billion X
GraphCT [54] C X Shared (Cray XMT) 17 billion X X
PBGL [52] C++ X Distributed in-memory 17 billion X
KDT [57] Python X Distributed in-memory 8 billion X X
Pegasus [63] Hadoop X Distributed on-disk 6.6 billion X
NetworkX [64] Python Shared 100 million X
SNAP [65] C X Shared 32 million X
Pajek [47] Windows Shared 16 million X
igraph [49] R Shared Millions X
Table 1 describes several graph analytic applications and several high performance
graph frameworks that are under active development. For each project, we list the
largest graph size computation published in the literature by the project developers.
Of the packages that include an end-to-end analytics solution, GraphCT is able to
process the largest graphs.
The development of new scalable algorithms and frameworks for massive graph
analysis is the subject of many research efforts. The Parallel Boost Graph Library
(PBGL) [52] is a C++ library for distributed memory graph computations. The
API is similar to that of the Boost Graph Library. The authors report scalable
performance up to about 100 processors. Distributed memory graph processing of-
ten requires partitioning and data replication, which can be challenging for some
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classes of graphs. Google’s Pregel [58] uses a MapReduce-like programming model
for describing vertex-centric graph computations on large, distributed memory clus-
ters. Buluç and Madduri have demonstrated high performance techniques for scaling
breadth-first search on distributed memory supercomputers [66].
SNAP [65] is an open source parallel library for network analysis and partitioning
using multicore workstations. It is parallelized using OpenMP and provides a simple
API with support for very large scale graphs. It is one of the only libraries that
provides a suite of algorithms for community detection. The Knowledge Discovery
Toolbox (KDT) [57] enables high performance graph analysis in Python by leveraging
highly-tuned sparse linear algebra kernels.
Sandia’s Multithreaded Graph Library (MTGL) [55] is a C++ library for im-
plementing graph applications on multithreaded architectures, particularly the Cray
XMT. MTGL uses the notion of a “visitor” class to describe operations that take
place when a vertex is visited, such as during a breadth-first search.
Other approaches to large graph problems include the NoSQL graph databases
used by the semantic web community. These graph databases implement RDF triple-
stores that support ACID properties. They lack relational database schemas, but
include query languages such as SPARQL [67]. Also, WebGraph is a graph compres-
sion technique for large graphs generated through web crawls [68].
Given the immense size in memory of the graphs of interest, it is not possible
to store a separate representation for each analysis kernel. Since the key capability
of GraphCT is running a number of analytics against an unknown data source, we
employ a simple, yet powerful framework for our computation. Each kernel imple-
mentation is required to use a common graph data structure. By using the same data
structure for each kernel, all kernels can be run in succession (or even in parallel if
resources allow) without the need to translate the graph between data structures. In
the client/server model, a GraphCT server process loads the graph into memory and
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shares it in read-only mode with all client analytic processes, amortizing the time
required to load the data and generate the graph. The results of one computation
can easily influence the next computation, such as the extraction of one or more
connected components for more in-depth study.
Efficient representation of networks is a well-studied problem with numerous op-
tions to choose from depending on the size, topology, degree distribution and other
characteristics of a particular graph. If these characteristics are known a priori, one
may be able to leverage this knowledge to store the graph in a manner that will pro-
vide the best performance for a given algorithm. Because we are unable to make any
assumptions about the graph under study and will be running a variety of algorithms
on the data, we must choose a representation that will provide adequate performance
for all types of graphs and analytics.
To facilitate scaling to the sizes of massive datasets previously described, GraphCT
utilizes the massive shared memory and multithreading capabilities of the Cray XMT.
Large planar graphs, such as road networks, can be partitioned with small separators
and analyzed in distributed memory with good computation-to-communication ratios
at the boundaries. Graphs arising from massive social networks, on the other hand,
are challenging to partition and lack small separators [65, 69]. For these problems,
utilizing a large, global shared memory eliminates the requirement that data must be
evenly partitioned. The entire graph can be stored in main memory and accessed by
all threads. With this architectural feature, parallelism can be expressed at the level of
individual vertices and edges. Enabling parallelism at this level requires fine-grained
synchronization constructs such as atomic fetch-and-add and compare-and-swap.
The Cray XMT offers a global shared memory using physically distributed mem-
ories interconnected by a high speed, low latency, proprietary network. Memory
addresses are hashed to intentionally break up locality, effectively spreading data
throughout the machine. As a result, nearly every memory reference is a read or
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#pragma mta assert no dependence
for (k = 0; k < numEdges; k++) {
int i = sV[k];
int j = eV[k];
if (D[i] < D[j])
D[j] = D[i];
}
Figure 3: This MTA pragma instructs the Cray XMT compiler that the loop itera-
tions are independent.
write to a remote memory. Graph analysis codes are generally a series of memory
references with very little computation in between, resulting in an application that
runs at the speed of memory and the network.
On the Cray XMT, hardware multithreading is used to overcome the latency of
repeated memory accesses. A single processor has 128 hardware contexts and can
switch threads in a single cycle. A thread executes until it reaches a long-latency
instruction, such as a memory reference. Instead of blocking, the processor will
switch to another thread with an instruction ready to execute on the next cycle.
Given sufficient parallelism and hardware contexts, the processor’s execution units
can stay busy and hide some or all of the memory latency.
Since a 128-processor Cray XMT contains about 12,000 user hardware contexts,
it is the responsibility of the programmer to reveal a large degree of parallelism in
the code. Coarse- as well as fine-grained parallelism can be exploited using Cray’s
parallelizing compiler. The programmer inserts #pragma statements to assert that
a loop’s iterations are independent (see Figure 3). Often iterations of a loop will
synchronize on shared data. To exploit this parallelism, the Cray XMT provides low-
cost, fine-grained synchronization primitives such as full-empty bit synchronization
and atomic fetch-and-add [70]. Using these constructs, it is possible to expose fine-
grained parallelism, such as operations over all vertices and all neighbors, as well as
coarse-grained parallelism, such as multiple breadth-first searches in parallel.
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The design model for GraphCT dictates that all analysis kernels should be able to
read from a common data representation of the input graph. A function can allocate
its own auxiliary data structures (queues, lists, etc.) in order to perform a calculation,
but the edge and vertex data should not be duplicated. This design principle allows
for efficient use of the machine’s memory to support massive graphs and complex
queries. We refer the reader to [71] for an in-depth study of graph algorithms.
The data representation used internally for the graph is an extension based on
compressed sparse row (CSR) format. In CSR, contiguous edges originating from the
same source vertex are stored by destination vertex only. An offset array indicates
at which location a particular vertex’s edges begin. The common access pattern is
a two-deep loop nest in which the outer loop iterates over all vertices, and the inner
loop identifies the subset of edges originating from a vertex and performs a compu-
tation over its neighbors. We build upon the CSR format by additionally storing the
source vertex, thus also expressing an edge list directly. Although redundant, some
kernels can be expressed efficiently by parallelizing over the entire edge list, eliminat-
ing some load balance issues using a single loop. In this way, the internal graph data
representation allows for the easy implementation of edge-centric kernels as well as
vertex-centric kernels.
For weighted graphs, we store the weight of each edge represented with a 64-bit
integer. We allocate an additional array with length of the number of vertices that
each function can use according to its own requirements. In some cases, such as
breadth-first search, a kernel marks vertices as it visits them. This array can be used
to provide a coloring or mapping as input or output of a function. This coloring could
be used to extract individual components, as an example.
In this format, we can represent both directed and undirected graphs. The com-
mon data representation between kernels relieves some of the burden of allocating
frequently used in-memory data structures. With the graph remaining in-memory
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between kernel calls, we provide a straightforward API through which analytics can
communicate their results.
GraphCT supports multiple client processes connecting to multiple server pro-
cesses that store graph data. Each server process computes a graph data structure
in shared memory. The server process advertises its graph with a unique identifier.
Clients reference the unique identifier in lieu of a graph file on disk. A client process
maps the shared graph into its own memory space and computes on it normally. This
approach can amortize the cost of building a large graph, allowing many analytics to
be run in parallel.
The connected components of the graph is the maximal set of vertices such that
any vertex is reachable from any vertex in the component. If two vertices are in the
same component, then there exists a path between them. Likewise, if two vertices
reside in different components, a search from one vertex will not find the other. If
the connected components of the graph are known, determining the st connectivity
for a pair of vertices can be calculated easily.
In Section 3.1 we will offer in-depth coverage of the algorithm, implementation,
and performance of our connected components routine. We use a shared memory
version of the classical Shiloach and Vishkin algorithm [42]. On the Cray XMT,
we determine the connected components of a scale-free, undirected graph with 135
million vertices and 2 billion edges in about 15 seconds.
Clustering coefficients measure the density of closed triangles in a network and
are one method for determining if a graph is a small-world graph [31]. For undirected
graphs, we can compute the global clustering coefficient, which is a single number
describing the entire graph, or the local clustering coefficients, which is a per-vertex
measure of triangles. For directed graphs, several variations have been proposed and
we have adopted the transitivity coefficients, which is a natural extension of the local
clustering coefficient.
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Section 3.2 contains a detailed case study of our implementation on the Cray XMT
and performance results on large synthetic networks.
When the nature of the input graph is unknown, the degree distribution is often a
metric of interest. The degree distribution will indicate how sparse or dense the graph
is, and the maximum degree and variance will indicate how skewed the distribution is.
A skewed distribution may actually be a power-law distribution or indicate that the
graph comes from a data source with small-world properties. From a programmer’s
perspective, a large variance in degree relative to the average may indicate challenges
in parallelism and load balance.
The maximum degree, average degree, and variance are calculated using a single
parallel loop and several accumulators over the vertex offset array. On the Cray XMT,
the compiler is able to automatically parallelize this loop. Given a frequency count,
GraphCT produces a histogram of values and the distribution statistics.
The diameter of the graph is an important metric for understanding the nature of
the input graph at first glance. If interested in the spread of disease in an interaction
network, the diameter is helpful to estimate the rate of transmission and the time
to full coverage. Calculating the diameter exactly requires an all-pairs shortest path
computation, which is prohibitive for the large graphs of interest.
In GraphCT, we estimate the diameter by random sampling. Given a fixed num-
ber of source vertices (expressed as a percentage of the total number of vertices), a
breadth-first search is executed from each chosen source. The length of the longest
path found during that search is compared to the global maximum seen so far and
updated if it is longer. With each sample we more closely approximate the true di-
ameter of the graph. Ignoring the existence of long chains of vertices, we can obtain
a reasonable estimate with only a small fraction of the total number of breadth-first
searches required to get an exact diameter [72]. However, GraphCT leaves the option
of the number of samples to the user, so an exact computation can be requested.
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Obtaining a reasonable estimate of the graph diameter can have practical conse-
quences for the analysis kernels. A kernel running a level-synchronous breadth-first
search will require a queue for each level. The total number of items in all of the
queues is bounded by the number of vertices, but the number of queues is bounded
by the graph diameter. If the diameter is assumed to be on the order of the square
root of the number of vertices (a computer network perhaps) and the same kernel
is run on an input graph where the diameter is much larger (a road network), the
analysis will run out of memory and abort. On the other hand, allocating a queue
for the worst-case case scenario of a long chain of vertices is overly pessimistic. By
quickly estimating the diameter of the graph using a small number of breadth-first
searches, we can attempt to allocate the “right” amount of memory upfront.
Given that the graphs of interest are so large as to require machines with terabytes
of main memory, we expect the input data files to also be of massive size. GraphCT
is the only graph application for the Cray XMT that parses input text files in parallel
in the massive shared memory.
GraphCT supports the common DIMACS format in which each line consists of
a letter “a” (indicating it is an edge), the source vertex number, destination vertex
number, and an edge weight. To leverage the large shared memory of the Cray XMT,
we copy the entire file from disk into main memory. In parallel, each thread obtains
a block of lines to process. A thread reserves a corresponding number of entries in an
edge list. Reading the line, the thread obtains each field and writes it into the edge
list. Once all threads have completed parsing the text file, it is discarded and the
threads cooperatively build the graph data structure. In this manner, we are able to
process text files with sizes ranging in the hundreds of gigabytes in just a few seconds.
For instances when real data is not available with the scale or characteristics of
interest, GraphCT is able to provide graph generators that will provide an output file
on disk that can be read in for kernel testing. GraphCT includes an implementation
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of the RMAT graph generator [73], which was used in the DARPA High Productivity
Computing Systems (HPCS) Scalable Synthetic Compact Applications benchmark
#2 (SSCA2). This generator uses repeated sampling from a Kronecker product to
produce a random graph with a degree distribution similar to those arising from
social networks. The generator takes as input the probabilities a, b, c, and d which
determine the degree distribution, the number of vertices (must be a power of two),
and the number of edges. Duplicate and self edges are removed.
A k-core is the subgraph induced when all vertices with degree less than k are re-
moved. The k-core can be used to study clustering in networks and as pre-processing
for other analytics. We provide functionality that repeatedly removes vertices in a
graph with degree less than k until no such vertices remain. The remaining ver-
tices and incident edges are extracted and returned to the user as a new graph data
structure that can be passed to further analyses.
In graph partitioning and community detection, a variety of scoring functions
have been proposed for evaluating the quality of a cut or community. Among the
more popular metrics is modularity and conductance. Modularity is a measure of
interconnectedness of vertices in a group. A community with a high modularity score
is one in which the vertices are more tightly connected within the community than












where i and j are vertices in the graph, m is the total number of edges, ki is the
degree of vertex i, and si expresses the community to which vertex i belongs [74].
Given a community mapping of vertices, modularity is calculated using two par-
allel loops over all vertices. The first calculates the total number of edges in each
community. The second loop gives credit for neighbors of vertices that are in the
same community and subtracts credit for the external connections. The modularity
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score is reported and returned at the end. This function is used as a scoring compo-
nent of a clustering method. For example, in greedy agglomerative clustering, after
each component merge the modularity is evaluated and stored in the merge tree.
Conductance is a scoring function for a cut establishing two partitions. The con-
ductance over a cut measures the number of edges within the partition versus the
number of edges that span the partition. Conductance can be applied to both di-
rected and undirected graphs, although the undirected version is simplified. Formally,







where S̄ is the set of vertices not in S and e(S, S̄) is the number of edges between
S and S̄. The total number of edges that could span the cut is expressed as d |S| =∑
v∈S d(v) where d(v) is the degree of vertex v [75]. The value of Φ ranges from 0
to 1. While the formula above is for an unweighted graph, it can be generalized to
weighted networks by summing edge weights instead of degrees.
Given an edge cut expressed as a 2-coloring of vertices, the conductance is com-
puted by iterating over all edges. Each edge is placed in one of three buckets: 1)
both endpoints belong to the same partition, 2) the endpoints are in partition A and
B respectively, or 3) the endpoints are in partition B and A respectively. The total
number of items in each bucket is counted and the conductance is computed according
to the formula based on the larger of the two partitions.
While the intention of GraphCT is to be offered to developers as a library that they
can extend and develop their own analysis workflows, we also offer a simple command
line interface for core functionality. The single shot query interface enables a user to
load in graph data from disk, perform a single query (such as connected components),
and write the results out to disk. While this method does not amortize the transfer
cost of the graph, it requires no knowledge of the development environment.
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Given these two interfaces, the developer library and the single shot query, it is
reasonable to develop something in the middle that will enable a domain scientist
or analyst to run a series of simple queries after loading the graph data once. We
provide a proof-of-concept scripting interface that can load data from disk, run an-
alytic kernels, and extract subgraphs produced by the analysis. We imagine that
in a production environment this script parser would be replaced by a GUI control
interface.
Betweenness centrality has proved a useful analytic for ranking important vertices
and edges in large graphs. Betweenness centrality is a measure of the number of
shortest paths in a graph passing through a given vertex [8]. For a graph G(V,E), let
σst denote the number of shortest paths between vertices s and t, and σst(v) the count
of shortest paths that pass through a specified vertex v. The betweenness centrality







GraphCT on the 128-processor Cray XMT recorded 606 million traversed edges
per second on a scale-free graph with 135 million vertices and 2.14 billion edges.
The Knowledge Discovery Toolbox (KDT) implements betweenness centrality on a
distributed-memory cluster using Combinatorial BLAS. the authors demonstrate per-
formance results on a scale-free graph with approximately 262,000 vertices and 4 mil-
lion edges. They report 125 million traversed edges per second using 256 cores (24
cores per node) [57].
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Algorithm 1 Parallel multithreaded version of Shiloach-Vishkin algorithm for finding
the connected components of a graph.
Input: G(V,E)
Output: M [1..n], where M [v] is the component to which vertex v belongs
1: changed← 1
2: for all v ∈ V in parallel do
3: M [v]← v
4: while changed 6= 0 do
5: changed := 0
6: for all 〈i, j〉 ∈ E in parallel do
7: if M [i] < M [j] then
8: M [M [j]] := M [i]
9: changed := 1
10: for all v ∈ V in parallel do
11: while M [v] 6= M [M [v]] do
12: M [v] := M [M [v]]
3.1 Connected Components
Finding the connected components of the graph determines a per-vertex mapping
such that all vertices in a component are reachable from each other and not reach-
able from those vertices in other components. A sampling algorithm may sample
vertices according to the distribution of component sizes such that all components
are appropriately represented in the sampling. An analysis may focus on just the
small components or only the biggest component in order to isolate those vertices of
greatest interest.
The Shiloach and Vishkin algorithm [42] is a classical algorithm for finding the
connected components of an undirected graph. This algorithm is well suited for shared
memory and exhibits per-edge parallelism that can be exploited.
In Algorithm 1, each vertex is initialized to its own unique color (line 3). At
each step, neighboring vertices greedily color each other such that the vertex with the
lowest ID wins (lines 7 and 8). The process ends when each vertex is the same color
as its neighbors. The number of steps is proportional to the diameter of the graph,
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Figure 4: Scalability of Shiloach-Vishkin connected components with and without
tree-climbing optimization on the Cray XMT. The input graph is scale-free with
approximately 2 billion vertices and 17 billion edges. The speedup is 113x on 128
processors.
so the algorithm converges quickly for small-world networks.
Using the fine-grained synchronization of the Cray XMT, the colors of neighboring
vertices are checked and updated in parallel. A shared counter recording the number
of changes is updated so as to detect convergence.
In lines 10 through 12 of Algorithm 1, each vertex climbs the component tree,
relabeling itself. This optimization can reduce the number of iterations required. In
Figure 4, we plot the execution time for an RMAT graph with 2 billion vertices and 17
billion edges as a function of the number of Cray XMT processors. At low processor
counts, the optimization on lines 10 through 12 shortens the execution time. However,
it creates a memory hotspot and the additional contention at large processor counts
produces a less scalable implementation. Removing lines 10 through 12 from the
algorithm results in a 113x speedup on 128 processors.
In Table 2, execution times for connected components on several massive undi-
rected graphs using a 128-processor Cray XMT are presented. The first graph is a
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Table 2: Running times in seconds for connected components on a 128-processor
Cray XMT.
Name |V | |E| P=16 P=32 P=64 P=128
USA Road Network 23,947,347 58,333,344 4.13 3.17 2.64 4.26
RMAT (nasty) 33,554,432 266,636,848 8.60 4.47 2.59 1.89
RMAT 134,217,727 1,071,420,576 59.7 30.7 16.1 8.98
RMAT 134,217,727 2,139,802,777 101.8 52.2 31.6 14.8
RMAT 134,217,727 4,270,508,334 172.7 146.6 125.0 116.3
RMAT 2,147,483,647 17,179,869,184 618.8 314.8 163.1 86.6
sparse, planar graph of the US road network. The rest of the graphs are synthetic
RMAT graphs with small-world properties. Using 128 processors, we can determine
the connected components of the graph in under 2 minutes.
In [76], MTGL running on a 128-processor Cray XMT computes the connected
components of an RMAT graph (with so-called “nasty” parameters) with 33.5 million
vertices and an average degree of 8 in approximately 8 seconds. On a generated graph
with the same RMAT parameters on the same size machine, GraphCT is able to
compute the connected components in 1.89 seconds.
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3.2 Clustering Coefficients
Clustering coefficients measure the density of closed triangles in a network and are
one method for determining if a graph is a small-world graph [31]. We adopt the
terminology of [31] and limit our focus to undirected and unweighted graphs. A
triplet is an ordered set of three vertices, (i, v, j), where v is considered the focal
point and there are undirected edges 〈i, v〉 and 〈v, j〉. An open triplet is defined as
three vertices in which only the required two are connected, for example the triplet
(m, v, n) shown in Figure 5. A closed triplet is defined as three vertices in which
there are three edges, or the triplet (i, v, j) in Figure 5. A triangle is made up of
three closed triplets, one for each vertex of the triangle.
The global clustering coefficient C is a single number describing the number of
closed triplets over the total number of triplets,
C =
number of closed triplets
number of triplets
=
3× number of triangles
number of triplets
. (4)
The local clustering coefficient Cv is defined similarly for each vertex v,
Cv =
number of closed triplets centered around v







Figure 5: There are two triplets around v in this unweighted, undirected graph. The
triplet (m, v, n) is open, there is no edge 〈m,n〉. The triplet (i, v, j) is closed.
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Let ek be the set of neighbors of vertex k, and let |e| be the size of set e. Also let
dv be the degree of v, or dv = |ev|. We show how to compute Cv by expressing it as
Cv =
∑






For the remainder of this section, we concentrate on the calculation of local clus-
tering coefficients. Computing the global clustering coefficient requires an additional
sum reduction over the numerators and denominators.
Our test data is generated by sampling from a Kronecker product using the RMAT
recursive matrix generator [73] with probabilities A = 0.55, B = 0.1, C = 0.1, and
D = 0.25. Each generated graph has a few vertices of high degree and many vertices
of low degree. Given the RMAT scale k, the number of vertices n = 2k, and an edge
factor f , we generate approximately f · n unique edges for our graph.
The clustering coefficients algorithm simply counts all triangles. For each edge





time where v ranges across the vertices and the structure is pre-sorted. The multi-
threaded implementation also is straightforward; we parallelize over the vertices.
In Figure 6, the scalability of the local clustering coefficients implementation on
the Cray XMT is plotted. On an undirected, synthetic RMAT graph with approx-
imately 16 million vertices and 135 million edges (left), we are able to calculate all
clustering coefficients in 87 minutes on a single processor and 56 seconds on 128
processors. The speedup is 94x. Parallelizing over the vertices, we obtain the best
performance when instructing the compiler to schedule the outer loop using futures.
The implementation scales almost linearly through 80 processors, then increases more
gradually.
In the plot on the right, the same kernel is run on the USA road network, a graph
with 24 million vertices and 58 million edges. The graph is nearly planar with a small,
uniform degree distribution. Because the amount of work per vertex is nearly equal,
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Figure 6: Scalability of the local clustering coefficients kernel on the Cray XMT.
On the left, the input graph is an undirected, scale-free graph with approximately
16 million vertices and 135 million edges. The speedup is 94x on 128 processors. On
the right, the input graph is the USA road network with 24 million vertices and 58
million edges. The speedup is 120x on 128 processors. Execution times in seconds
are shown in blue.
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Figure 7: Scalability of the transitivity coefficients kernel on the Cray XMT. The
input graph is a directed, scale-free graph with approximately 16 million vertices and
135 million edges. Execution times in seconds are shown in blue. On 128 processors,
we achieve a speedup of 90x.
the vertices are easily scheduled and the algorithm scales linearly to 128 processors.
The total execution time is about 27 seconds.
These results highlight the challenges of developing scalable algorithms on massive
graphs. Where commodity platforms often struggle to obtain a speedup, the latency
tolerance and massive multithreading of the Cray XMT enable linear scalability on
regular, uniform graphs. The discrepancy between the RMAT scalability (left) and
the road network (right) is an artifact of the power-law degree distribution of the
former. Despite the complex and irregular graph topology, GraphCT is still able to
scale up to 128 processors.
There are several variations of clustering coefficients for directed graphs. A
straightforward approach is to apply the definition directly and count the number
of triangles, where a triangle now requires six edges instead of three. A more sophis-
ticated approach is called the transitivity coefficients. Transitivity coefficients count
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the number of transitive triplets in the numerator. A transitive triplet is one in which
edges exist from vertex a to vertex b and from vertex b to vertex c, with a shortcut
edge from vertex a to vertex c [77].
Transitivity coefficients are implemented in a similar style to clustering coefficients
with some differences. We take advantage of the fact that the internal representation
of the graph is directed, even for undirected graphs. The directed graph representation
provides access to outgoing edges only. To determine incoming edges, we create
a second graph data structure that is the undirected version of the directed input
graph. Comparing the edge lists for a particular vertex allows efficient calculation of
the coefficients.
The scalability of the transitivity coefficients kernel on the Cray XMT is plotted
in Figure 7. The input graph is a directed RMAT graph with 16 million vertices and
135 million edges. We do not use loop futures to schedule the outer loop in this case.
On a single processor, the calculation requires 20 minutes. On 128 processors, the
execution time is under 13 seconds. The speedup is 90x.
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3.3 k-Betweenness Centrality
The traditional definition of betweenness centrality [8] enumerates all shortest paths
in a graph and defines betweenness centrality in terms of the ratio of shortest paths
passing through a vertex v. This metric has proven valuable for a number of graph
analysis applications, but fails to capture the robustness of a graph. A vertex that
lies on a number of paths whose length is just one greater than the shortest path
receives no additional value compared to a vertex with an equally large number of
shortest paths, but few paths of length one greater.
We will define k-betweenness centrality in the following manner. For an arbitrary
graph G(V,E), let d(s, t) denote the length of the shortest path between vertices s
and t. We define σstk to be the number of paths between s and t whose length is less
than or equal to d(s, t) + k. Likewise, σstk(v) is the count of the subset of these paths







This definition of k-betweenness centrality subsumes Freeman’s definition of between-
ness centrality for k = 0.
Brandes offered the first algorithm for computing betweenness in O(mn) time for
an unweighted graph [78]. Madduri and Bader developed a parallel betweenness al-
gorithm motivated by Brandes’ approach that exploits both coarse- and fine-grained
parallelism in low-diameter graphs in [79] and improved the performance of this algo-
rithm using lock-free methods in [38]. Here we extend the latter work to incorporate
our new analytic of k-betweenness centrality.
The Cray XMT implementation is similar to that used in previous work [38]. The
successor arrays allows us to update δ−values without locking. The optimizations in
our code for k−betweenness centrality exploit the fact that we are mostly interested
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Figure 8: Parallel scaling on the Cray XMT, for a scale-free, undirected graph with
approximately 16 million vertices and 135 million edges. Scaling is nearly linear up
to 96 processors and speedup is roughly 78 on all 128 processors. k = 1 with 256
random sources (single node time 318 minutes). Execution times in seconds shown
in blue.
in small values of k. There are several nested loops, however most of them are very
simple for small k and unfurl quickly. By manually coding these loops for smaller
values of k′, we significantly reduce the execution time, since the time to set up and
iterate over the small number of loop iterations quickly outstrips the actual useful
work inside of them. For an undirected, scale-free graph with 1 million vertices and 8
million edges, the time to compute 1-betweenness centrality drops by a factor of two
with this optimization.
In Figure 8, we show the parallel scaling of our optimized code on the 128-processor
Cray XMT. We reduced the execution time from several hours down to a few minutes
for this problem. To accommodate the more than 12,000 hardware thread contexts
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available on this machine, we run multiple breadth-first searches in parallel and in-
struct the compiler to schedule main loop iterations using loop futures. Each breadth-
first search is dependent upon a single vertex queue that is accessed atomically and
quickly becomes a hotspot. By doing so, however, the memory footprint is multiplied
by the number of concurrent searches. On 128 processors, a graph with 135 million
edges takes about 226 seconds to run for k = 1 approximate betweenness. This ap-
proximation is based on selecting a random sample of source vertices s. For these
experiments, the number of starting vertices is 256. The plot shows good scaling up
to our machine size.
Evaluating k-Betweenness
To explore the effect of various values of k on the calculation of k-betweenness cen-
trality, we apply our Cray XMT implementation to the ND-www graph data set [80].
This graph represents the hyperlink connections of web pages on the Internet. It is a
directed graph with 325,729 vertices and 1,497,135 edges. Its structure demonstrates
a power-law distribution in the number of neighbors. The graph displays character-
istics typical of scale-free graphs found in social networks, biological networks, and
computer networks.
To examine the graph data, we compute k-betweenness centrality for k from 0
(traditional betweenness centrality) to 2. The betweenness scores are compared for
each value of k. An analysis directly follows. Also, after computing betweenness
centrality for k = 0, we remove one or more of the highest ranking vertices and
re-examine the results.
Looking at the highest ranking vertices going from k = 0 to k = 2, the subset of
vertices and the relative rankings change little. This seems to indicate that the paths
k longer than the shortest path lie along the same vertices as the shortest paths in this
graph. As predicted, the traditional betweenness centrality metric fails to capture all
of the information in the graph. When examining the BCk score for k > 0 of vertices
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Table 3: The number of vertices ranked in selected percentiles for k = 1 and k = 2
whose betweenness centrality score was 0 for k = 0 (traditional BC). There were
14,320 vertices whose traditional BC score was 0, but whose BCk score for k = 1 was
greater than 0. The ND-www graph contains 325,729 vertices and 1,497,135 edges.




whose score for k = 0 was 0 (no shortest paths pass through these vertices), it is clear
that a number of very important vertices in the graph are not counted in traditional
betweenness centrality. For k = 1, 417 vertices are ranked in the top 10 percent,
but received a score of 0 for k = 0. In the 99th percentile are 11 vertices. Likewise,
12 vertices received a traditional BC score of 0, but ranked in the top 1 percent for
k = 2. There are 14,320 vertices whose betweenness centrality score for k = 0 was 0,
but had a k-betweenness centrality score of greater than 0 for k = 1 (Figure 9).
Given that the execution time of this algorithm grows exponentially with k, it is
desirable to understand the effect of choosing a given value for k. In Figure 10, we
see that increasing k from 0 to 1 captures significantly more path data. However,
increasing from k = 1 to k = 2 displays much less change. It is reasonable to believe
that small values of k for some applications may capture an adequate amount of
information while remaining computable.
The vertices that get overlooked by traditional betweenness centrality, but are
captured by k-betweenness centrality, play an important role in the network. They
do not lie along any shortest paths, but they lie along paths that are very close to the
shortest path. If an edge is removed that breaks one or more shortest paths, these
vertices would likely become very central to the graph. The traditional definition
of betweenness centrality fails to capture this subtle importance, but k-betweenness
centrality is more robust to noisy data and makes it possible to identify these vertices.
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Figure 9: Per-vertex betweenness centrality scores for k = 0, 1, and 2, sorted in
ascending order for k = 0. Note the number of vertices whose score is several orders
of magnitude larger for k = 1 or 2 than for traditional betweenness centrality.
Figure 10: Per-vertex betweenness centrality scores for k = 0, 1, and 2, sorted
independently in ascending order for each value of k.
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When a vertex of high betweenness is removed from the graph, it causes a number
of changes in betweenness scores for all values of k that we are studying. Many ver-
tices gain a small number of shortest paths and their ranking is fairly unchanged. In
general, those vertices ranked highest on the list remain at the top. This would seem
to indicate that there is a network of short paths between vertices of extremely high
betweenness. Interestingly, however, other vertices jump wildly within the rankings.
Often, several of these are neighbors of the removed vertex. This underscores the pre-
vious conclusion that a vertex of relatively little importance in the graph can become




The growth of social media, heightened interest in knowledge discovery, and the rise
of ubiquitous computing in mobile devices and sensor networks [59] have motivated
researchers and domain scientists to ask complex queries about the massive quantity
of data being produced. During a recent Champions League football match between
Barcelona and Chelsea, Twitter processed a record 13,684 Tweets per second [81].
Facebook users posted an average of 37,000 Likes and Comments per second during
the first quarter of 2012 [82]. Google’s Knowledge Graph for search clustering and
optimization contains 500 million objects and 3.5 billion relationships [83].
In the massive streaming data analytics model, we view the graph as an infinite
stream of edge insertions, deletions, and updates. Keeping complex analytics up to
date at these high rates is a challenge that requires new algorithms that exploit op-
portunities for partial recomputation, new data structures that maximize parallelism
and reduce locking, and massive multithreaded compute platforms. In most cases,
the new information being ingested does not affect the entire graph, but only a small
neighborhood around the update. Rather than recomputing an analytic from scratch,
it is possible to react faster by only computing on the data that have changed. Algo-
rithms that take advantage of this framework need a flexible, dynamic data structure
that can tolerate the ingest rate of new information.
STINGER (Spatio-Temporal Interaction Networks and Graphs Extensible Repre-
sentation) is a high performance, extensible data structure for dynamic graph prob-
lems [30]. The data structure is based on linked lists of blocks. The number of
vertices and edges can grow over time by adding additional vertex and edge blocks.
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Both vertices and edges have types, and a vertex can have incident edges of multiple
types.
Edges incident on a given vertex are stored in a linked list of edge blocks. An edge
is represented as a tuple of neighbor vertex ID, type, weight, and two timestamps.
All edges in a given block have the same edge type. The block contains metadata
such as the lowest and highest timestamps and the high-water mark of valid edges
within the block.
Parallelism exists at many levels of the data structure. Each vertex has its own
linked list of edge blocks that is accessed from the logical vertex array (LVA). A “for
all vertices” loop is parallelized over these lists. Within an edge block, the incident
edges can be explored in a parallel loop. The size of the edge block, and therefore the
quantity of parallel work to be done, is a user-defined parameter. In our experiments,
we arbitrarily set the edge block size to 32.
The edge type array (ETA) is a secondary index that points to all edge blocks of
a given type. In an algorithm such as connected components that is edge parallel,
this additional mode of access into the data structure permits all edge blocks to be
explored in a parallel for loop.
To assist the programmer in writing a graph traversal, our implementation of
STINGER provides parallel edge traversal macros that abstract the complexities
of the data structure while still allowing compiler optimization. For example, the
STINGER_PARALLEL_FORALL_EDGES_OF_VTXmacro takes a STINGER data struc-
ture pointer and a vertex ID. The programmer writes the inner loop as if he or she
is looking at a single edge. Edge data is read using macros such as STINGER_-
EDGE_TYPE and STINGER_EDGE_WEIGHT. More complex traversal macros are also
available that filter the edges seen based on timestamp and edge type.
The STINGER specification does not specify consistency; the programmer must
assume that the graph can change underneath the application. The programmer is
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provided routines to extract a snapshot of a vertex’s neighbor list, alleviating this
concern at the expense of an additional buffer in memory.
Although most analytic kernels will only read from the data structure, the STINGER
must be able to respond to new and updated edges. Functions are provided that in-
sert, remove, increment, and touch edges in parallel. The graph can be queried as to
the in-degree and out-degree of a vertex, as well as the total number of vertices and
edges in the graph.
STINGER is written in C with OpenMP and Cray MTA pragmas for paralleliza-
tion. It compiles and runs on both Intel and AMD x86 platforms and the Cray XMT
supercomputing platform, with experimental support for Python and Java on x86
systems. The code is available under BSD license at
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/stinger.
4.1 Experimental Setup
We will examine STINGER implementations and performance on two multithreaded
systems with large-scale memories. The first is a 4-socket Intel multicore system
(mirasol) employing the Intel Xeon E7-8870 processor at 2.40 GHz with 30 MiB
of L3 cache per processor. Each processor has 10 physical cores and supports Hyper-
Threading for a total of 80 logical cores. The server is equipped with 256 GiB of 1066
MHz DDR3 DRAM.
The second system is the Cray XMT (and the next generation Cray XMT2) [32].
The Cray XMT is a massively multithreaded, shared memory supercomputer designed
specifically for graph problems. Each processor contains 128 hardware streams and
can execute a different stream at each clock tick. Low-overhead synchronization is
provided through atomic fetch-and-add operations and full-empty bit memory seman-
tics. Combined, these features enable applications with large quantities of parallelism
to overcome the long latency of irregular memory access. The Cray XMT system at
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Pacific Northwest National Lab (cougarxmt) has 128 Threadstorm processors with
1 TiB main memory. The Cray XMT2 system at the Swiss National Supercomputing
Centre (matterhorn) has 64 processors and 2 TiB main memory.
Due to a variety of concerns, e.g. privacy, company proprietary and data set
size, it is often difficult to obtain data sets from social media and other sources at
the scale of billions of edges. We substitute synthetic graphs to approximate the
behavior of our algorithms at scale. For these experiments, we utilize the popular
RMAT [73] synthetic graph generator, which produces scale-free graphs with a power-
law distribution in the number of neighbors.
Our experiments begin with an initial graph in memory from the RMAT generator
(we use RMAT parameters a = 0.55, b = 0.1, c = 0.1, d = 0.25). The graph size is
given by two parameters: scale and edgefactor . The initial graph has 2scale vertices
and approximately 2scale ∗ edgefactor edges. After generation, we make the graph
undirected.
After generating the initial graph, we generate additional edges – using the same
generator and parameters – to form a stream of updates. This stream of updates is
mostly edge insertions. With a probability of 6.25 percent, we select some of these
edge insertions to be placed in a deletion queue. With the same probability, we take
an edge from the deletion queue and add it to the stream as an edge deletion.
The insert/remove microbenchmark builds a STINGER data structure in memory
from the generated initial graph on disk. Next, a batch of edge updates is taken from
the generated edge stream. The number of edge updates in the batch is variable.
We measure the time taken to process each edge update in the data structure. We
measure several batches and report the performance in terms of updates per second.
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4.2 Optimizations
Applications that rely on STINGER typically receive a constant stream of new edges
and edge updates. The ability to react quickly to new edge information is a core
feature of STINGER. When an update on edge 〈u, v〉 is received, we must first search
all of the edge blocks of vertex u for neighbor v of the given edge type. If the edge is
found, the weight and timestamp are updated accordingly. If the edge is not found,
an empty space must be located or an empty edge block added to the list.
In an early implementation of STINGER, each new edge was processed in this
manner one at a time. This approach maximized our ability to react to a single
edge change. On an Intel multicore system with a power-law graph containing 270
million edges, inserting or updating one at a time yielded a processing rate of about
12,000 updates per second, while the Cray XMT achieved approximately 950 updates
per second. The Cray XMT performance is low because single edge updates lack
concurrency required to achieve high performance.
On systems with many thread contexts and memory banks, there is often insuffi-
cient work or parallelism in the data structure to process a single update at a time.
To remedy this problem, we began processing edge updates in batches. A batch
amortizes the cost of entering the data structure and provides a larger quantity of
independent work to do.
A later implementation of STINGER first sorts the batch (typically 100,000 edge
updates at a time) such that all edge updates incident on a particular vertex are
grouped together with deletions separated from insertions. For each unique vertex in
the batch, we have at least one work item that can be performed in parallel. Deletions
are processed prior to insertions to potentially make room for the new edges. Updates
on a particular vertex are done sequentially to avoid synchronization.
This approach to updates yields a 14x increase on the Intel multicore system. We
can process 168,000 updates per second. The Cray XMT implementation reaches
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Figure 11: Updates per second on a scale-free graph with approximately 16 million
vertices and 270 million edges and a batch size of 100,000 edge updates.
Figure 12: Increasing batch size results in better performance on the 128-processor
Cray XMT. The initial graph is a scale-free graph with approximatley 67 million
vertices and 537 million edges.
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225,000 updates per second, or a 235x increase in performance.
In a scale-free graph, however, a small number of vertices will face many updates,
while most will only have a single update or no updates at all. This workload imbal-
ance limits the quantity of parallelism we can exploit and forces most threads to wait
on a small number of threads to complete.
To solve this problem, we skip sorting the edges and process each edge insertion
independently and in parallel. However, processing two edge updates incident on the
same vertex introduces race conditions that must be handled with proper synchroniza-
tion. The Cray XMT is a perfect system for this scenario. The additional parallelism
will increase machine utilization and its fine-grained synchronization intrinsics will
enable a simple implementation.
There are three possible scenarios when inserting an edge into a vertex’s adjacency
list in STINGER. If the edge already exists, the insert function should increment the
edge weight and update the modified timestamp. If the edge does not exist, a new
edge should be inserted in the first empty space in an edge block of the appropriate
type. If there are no empty spaces, a new edge block containing the new edge should
be allocated and added to the list.
The parallel implementation guarantees these outcomes by following a simple
protocol using full-empty semantics on the Cray XMT or using an emulation of full-
empty semantics built on atomic compare-and-swap instructions on x86. Since mul-
tiple threads reading and writing in the same place in an adjacency list is a relatively
uncommon occurrence, locking does not drastically limit performance. When an edge
is inserted, the linked list of edge blocks is first checked for an existing edge. If the
edge is found, the weight is incremented atomically. Otherwise the function searches
the linked list a second time looking for an empty space. If one is found, the edge
weight is locked. Locking weights was chosen to allow readers within the first search
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to continue past the edge without waiting. If the edge space is still empty after ac-
quiring the lock, the new edge is written into the block and the weight is unlocked.
If the space is not empty but has been filled with the same destination vertex as the
edge being inserted, the weight is incremented and the weight is unlocked. If another
edge has been written into the space before the lock was acquired, the weight is un-
locked and the search continues as before. If the second search reaches the end of
the list having found no spaces, the “next block” pointer on the last edge block must
be locked. Once it is locked it is checked to see if the pointer is still null indicating
the end of the list. If so, a new block is allocated and the edge is inserted into it
before linking the block into the list and unlocking the previous “next” pointer. If
the pointer is not null, it is unlocked, and the search continues into the next block. In
this way, we guarantee that all insertions are successful, that all destination vertices
are unique, that no empty space is wasted, and that no new blocks are needlessly
allocated. Deletions are handled by a similar algorithm.
Implemented in this way, the Cray XMT reaches 1.14 million updates per second
on the scale-free graph with 270 million edges. This rate is 1,200x faster than the
single update at a time approach. With this approach, we also have sufficient par-
allelism such that the performance scales to our full system of 128 processors. The
performance of the Cray XMT, Cray XMT2, and an Intel multicore system on the
same problem is compared in Figure 11.
On the 4-socket Intel multicore system, this method achieves over 1.6 million
updates per second on the same graph with a batch size of 100,000 and 1.8 million
updates per second with a batch size of 1,000,000. This is 133x faster than the single
update at a time approach and nearly 10x faster than the batch sorting approach.
The scalability of this approach is linear to 20 threads, but falls off beyond that mark
due to limitations imposed by the use of atomics across multiple sockets.
While the Intel system performs well, the problem size is constrained by memory.
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As we increase the scale of the problem, only the Cray XMT can accommodate the
larger problem sizes. Hence, Figure 12 only includes Cray XMT results.
With a larger graph (67 million vertices and 537 million edges), the performance
remains flat at 1.22 million updates per second. Increasing the batch size from
100,000 updates to one million updates further increases the available parallelism.
In Figure 12, the increased parallelism from increasing batch sizes results in better
scalability. The Cray XMT reaches a peak of 3.16 million updates per second on 128
processors for this graph.
The Cray XMT2, which has a 4x higher memory density than the Cray XMT, can
process batches of one million updates on a scale-free graph with 268 million vertices
and 2.15 billion edges at 2.23 million updates per second. This quantity represents
a 44.3x speedup on 64 processors over a single processor. The graph in memory
consumes approximately 313 GiB.
4.3 Streaming Clustering Coefficients
Clustering coefficients measure the density of closed triangles in a network and are
one method for determining if a graph is a small-world graph [31]. We adopt the
terminology of [31] and limit our focus to undirected and unweighted graphs. A
triplet is an ordered set of three vertices, (i, v, j), where v is considered the focal
point and there are undirected edges 〈i, v〉 and 〈v, j〉. An open triplet is defined as
three vertices in which only the required two are connected, for example the triplet
(m, v, n) in Figure 13. A closed triplet is defined as three vertices in which there are
three edges, or triplet (i, v, j) in Figure 13. A triangle is made up of three closed
triplets, one for each vertex of the triangle.
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The global clustering coefficient C is a single number describing the number of
closed triplets over the total number of triplets,
C =
number of closed triplets
number of triplets
=
3× number of triangles
number of triplets
. (8)
The local clustering coefficient Cv is defined similarly for each vertex v,
Cv =
number of closed triplets centered around v
number of triplets centered around v
. (9)
Let ek be the set of neighbors of vertex k, and let |e| be the size of set e. Also let dv
be the degree of v, or dv = |ev|. We show how to compute Cv by expressing it as
Cv =
∑






To update Cv as edges are inserted and deleted, we maintain the degree dv and the
triangle count Tv separately.
For the remainder of the discussion, we concentrate on the calculation of local clus-
tering coefficients. Computing the global clustering coefficient requires an additional
sum reduction over the numerators and denominators.
An inserted edge increments the degree of each adjacent vertex, and a deleted
edge decrements the degrees. Updating the triangle count Tv is more complicated.
Algorithm 2 provides the general framework. Acting on edge 〈u, v〉 affects the degrees
only of u and v but may affect the triangle counts of all neighbors. With atomic incre-






Figure 13: There are two triplets around v in this unweighted, undirected graph.
The triplet (m, v, n) is open, there is no edge 〈m,n〉. The triplet (i, v, j) is closed.
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Algorithm 2 An algorithmic framework for updating local clustering coefficients. All
loops can use atomic increment and decrement instructions to decouple iterations.
Input: Edge 〈u, v〉 to be inserted (+) or deleted (−), local clustering coefficient
numerators T , and degrees d
Output: Updated local triangle counts T and degrees d
1: du ← du ± 1
2: dv ← dv ± 1
3: count ← 0
4: for all x ∈ ev do
5: if x ∈ eu then
6: Tx ← Tx ± 1
7: count ← count ± 1
8: Tu ← Tu ± count
9: Tv ← Tv ± count
loops can be parallelized fully.
The search in line 5 can be implemented in several ways. A brute-force method
simply iterates over every element in ev for each x, explicitly searching for all new
closed triplets given a new edge 〈u, v〉. The running time of the algorithm is O(dudv),
which may be problematic when two high-degree vertices are affected.
If the edge list is kept sorted as in a static computation, the intersection could
be computed more efficiently in O(du + dv) time. However, the cost of keeping our
dynamic data structure sorted outweighs the update cost. We can, however, accelerate
the method to O((du + dv) log du) by sorting the current edge list of dv and searching
for neighbors with bisection. The sorting routine can employ a parallel sort, and
iterations of the search loop can be run in parallel given atomic addition / subtraction
operations.
We present a novel set intersection approximation algorithm with constant-time
search and query properties and an extremely high degree of accuracy. We summarize
neighbor lists with Bloom filters [84], a probabilistic data structure that gives false
positives (but never false negatives) with some known probability. We then query
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against this Bloom filter to determine if the intersection exists.
Edge adjacencies could be represented as bit arrays. In one extreme, each neighbor
list could be an array using one bit per vertex as well as an edge list.
Then |eu ∩ ev| can be computed in O(min{du, dv}) time by iterating over the shorter
edge list and checking the bit array. However, maintaining O(n) storage per source
vertex is infeasible for massive graphs.
Instead, we approximate an edge list by inserting its vertices into a Bloom filter.
A Bloom filter is also a bit array but uses an arbitrary, smaller number of bits. Each
edge list ev is summarized with a Bloom filter for v. A hash function maps a vertex
w ∈ ev to a specific bit in this much smaller array. With fewer bits, there may be
hash collisions where multiple vertices are mapped to the same bit. These will result
in an overestimate of the number of intersections.
A Bloom filter attempts to reduce the occurrence of collisions by using k inde-
pendent hash functions for each entry. When an entry is inserted into the filter, the
output of the k hash functions determines k bits to be set in the filter. When querying
the filter to determine if an edge exists, the same k hash functions are used and each
bit place is checked. If any bit is set to 0, the edge cannot exist. If all bits are set to
1, the edge exists with a high probability.
Bloom filters have several parameters useful to fix a given probability of failure.
In-depth description of Bloom filters’ theory is beyond the scope of this paper, but
a few useful features include the following: Bloom filters never yield false negatives
where an edge is ignored, only false positives where a non-existent edge is counted.
The probability of falsely returning membership is approximately (1−e−kdu/m)k where
m is the length of the filter. This can be optimized by setting k to an integer near
ln 2×m/d [85], choosing d according to the expected degrees in the graph. Our initial
implementation uses two hash functions, k = 2, and a 1 MiB filter. The probability
of a false-positive will vary depending on the degree of the vertex. In a scale-free
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graph with an average degree of 30 and a maximum degree of 200,000, the average
false-positive rate will be 5× 10−11 and the worst-case rate will be 2× 10−3.
When intersecting two high-degree vertices, the Bloom filter holds a slight asymp-
totic advantage over sorting one edge list, but a multithreaded implementation ben-
efits from additional parallelism throughout the Bloom filter’s operations. Note that
entries cannot be deleted from a Bloom filter. A new filter is constructed for each
application of Algorithm 2, so we never need to delete entries.
Modifications to Algorithm 2 for supporting a Bloom filter are straight-forward.
After line 3, initialize the Bloom filter using vertices in eu:
1: for all y ∈ eu do
2: for i = 1→ k do
3: Set bit Hi(y) in Bx to 1
Then implement the search in line 5 as follows:
1: for i = 1→ k do
2: if bit Hi(x) = 0 then
3: Skip to next x
Local clustering coefficients’ properties help us batch the input data. Recomputing
changed coefficients only at the end of the batch’s edge actions frees us to reorder the
insertions and deletions. Reordering repeated insertions and removals of the same
edge may alter the edge’s auxiliary data, however, so we must take some care to
resolve those in sequence order. After resolving actions on the same edge, we process
all removals before all insertions to open edge slots and delay memory allocation.
The batch algorithm is as follows:
1: Transform undirected edges 〈i, j〉 into pairs of directed edges i → j and j → i
because STINGER stores directed edges.
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Figure 14: Speedup of incremental, local updates relative to recomputing over the
entire graph.
3: Resolve operations on the same edge in sequence order.
4: Apply all removals, then all insertions to the STINGER structure.
5: Recompute the triangle counts and record which vertices are affected.
6: Recompute the local clustering coefficients of the affected vertices.
In step 5, we use slight variations of the previous algorithms. The source vertex’s
neighboring vertices are gathered only once, and the array is re-used across the inner
loop. The sorted update and Bloom filter update compute their summary data using
the source vertex rather than choosing the larger list.
Unlike calculating the triangle counts T for the entire graph, updating T for
an individual edge insertion or deletion exposes a variable amount of fine-grained
parallelism. We present results showing how aggregate performance of a single edge
insertion or deletion stays relatively constant.
The sequential complexity of our update algorithms is summarized in Table 4.
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Figure 15: Updates per second by algorithm.
Table 4: Summary of update algorithms
Algorithm Update Complexity
Brute force O(dudv)
Sorted list O((du + dv) log du), du < dv
Bloom filter O(du + dv)
presented in Figure 15. Figure 14 shows local recomputation’s speedup of locally rel-
ative to globally recomputing the graph’s clustering coefficients. Boxes in Figures 15
and 14 span the 25% – 75% quartiles of the update times. The bar through the box
shows the median. The lines stretch to the farthest non-outlier, those within 1.5×
the distance between the median and the closest box side. Points are outliers.
In Figure 15, we see the Cray XMT keeps a steady update rate on this relatively
small problem regardless of the number of processors. The outliers with 16 processors
are a result of sharing resources with other users. The Bloom filter shows the least
variability in performance. Figure 14 shows that local recomputation accelerates the
update rate typically by a factor of over a thousand.
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Table 5: Comparison of single edge versus batched edge updates on 32 Cray XMT
processors, in updates per second, on a scale-free graph with approximately 16 million
vertices and 135 million edges.
Batch Size Brute force Bloom filter
Edge by edge 90 60
Batch of 1000 25,100 83,700
Batch of 4000 50,100 193,300
The Intel Nehalem results degrade with additional threads. The noise at 12 and
16 threads results from over-allocation and scheduling from hyperthreading. The
Intel Nehalem outperforms the Cray XMT by several orders of magnitude, but can
only hold a graph of approximately 2 million vertices. This Cray XMT is capable of
holding a graph in memory up to 135 million vertices.
Table 5 shows performance obtained from batching operations and extracting
parallelism on the Cray XMT. The sorting algorithm was not considered for batching.
Notice that increasing the batch size greatly improves performance. For the Bloom
filter, this comes at the cost of a proportional increase in memory footprint. A batch
size of 4000 required choosing a filter size of 1 MiB to fit within the system’s available
memory. Even so, we encountered no false positives over 1 million edge actions.
Increasing the batch size intuitively improves scalability since data parallelism is
increased in the update phase.
4.4 Streaming Connected Components
To motivate our approach, we would like to answer, in a persistent manner, the
question “do vertex u and vertex v lie in the same component?” while at the same
time supporting the ability to insert and delete edges presented as a batch in parallel.
We focus our efforts on scale-free networks like those of social networks and other
biological networks and capitalize on their structural properties.
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Unlike prior approaches, our new framework manufactures large amounts of paral-
lelism by considering the input data stream in batches. All of the edge actions within
the batch are processed in parallel. Applying any of the breadth-first search-based
algorithms to a batch of deletions would result in thousands of concurrent graph
traversals, exhausting the memory and computational resources of the machine.
In this section, we present our algorithmic approach for tracking connected com-
ponents given a stream of edge insertions and deletions. Optimizations afforded by
the scale-free nature of the graph are also highlighted. We take advantage of the low
diameter by intersecting neighborhood bit arrays to quickly re-establish connectivity
using triangles. Also, our algorithm uses a breadth-first search of the significantly
smaller component graph, whose size is limited by number of insertions and deletions
in the batch being processed. The scale-free nature of the input data means that
most edges in the batch do not span components, so the number of non-self-edges in
the component graph for a given batch is very small.
Our techniques fully utilize the fine-grained synchronization primitives of the Cray
XMT to look for triangles in the edge deletions and quickly rule out most of the dele-
tions as inconsequential without performing a single breadth-first search. All of the
neighbor intersections can be computed concurrently, providing sufficient parallelism
for the architecture.
Despite the challenges posed by the input data, we show that the scale-free struc-
ture of social networks can be exploited to accelerate graph connectivity queries in
light of a stream of deletions. On a synthetic social network with over 16 million
vertices and 135 million edges, we are able to maintain persistent queries about the
connected components of the graph with an input rate of 240,000 updates per second,
a three-fold increase over previous methods.
Hence, our new framework for incremental computation, rather than recompu-
tation, enables scaling to very large data sizes on massively parallel, multithreaded
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supercomputing architectures. Note that in this section we add the monitoring of a
global property of the data, whereas the previous section was concerned with local
clustering coefficients, which are easier to handle due to their locality. As a next step,
studying massive dynamic graphs with more complex methods based on our algorith-
mic kernels will lead to insights about community and anomaly detection unavailable
within smaller samples.
Given an edge to be inserted into a graph and an existing labeling of the connected
components, one can quickly determine if it has joined two components. Given a dele-
tion, however, recomputation (through breadth-first search or st-connectivity) is the
only known method with subquadratic space complexity to determine if the deleted
edge has cleaved one component into two. If the number of deletions that actually
cause structural change is very small compared to the total number of deletions (such
as in the case of a scale-free network), our goal will be to quickly rule out those dele-
tions that are “safe” (i.e. provably do not split a component). The framework we
propose for this computation will establish a threshold for the number of deletions
we have not ruled out between recomputations.
Our approach for tracking components is motivated by several assumptions about
the input data stream. First, a very small subset of the vertices are involved in any
series of insertions and deletions. Insertions that alter the number of components will
usually join a small component to the large component. Likewise, a deletion that
affects the structure of the graph typically cleaves off a relatively small number of
vertices. We do not anticipate seeing the big component split into two large com-
ponents. The small diameter implies that connectivity between two vertices can be
established in a small number of hops, but the low diameter and power-law distri-
bution in the number of neighbors also implies that a breadth-first search quickly
consumes all vertices in the component.
Second, we adopt the massive streaming data analytics model [28]. We assume
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that the incoming data stream of edge insertions and deletions is infinite, with no start
or end. We store as much of the recent graph topology as can be held in-memory
alongside the data structures for the computation. The graph contains inherent error
arising from the noisy data of a social network containing false edges as well as
missing edges. As a result, we will allow a small amount of error at times during
the computation, so long as we can guarantee correct results at specific points. The
interval between these points will depend on the tolerance for error. We process the
incoming data stream as batches of edge insertions and deletions, but do not go back
and replay the data stream.
The pseudocode of our algorithm appears in Algorithm 3. The algorithm consists
of four phases that are executed for each batch of edge insertions and deletions that
is received. These phases can be summarized as follows: First, the batch of edges
is sorted by source and destination vertices. Second, the edges are inserted and/or
deleted in the STINGER data structure. Third, edge deletions are evaluated for their
effect on connectivity. Finally, insertions are processed and the affected components
are merged.
We will consider unweighted, undirected graphs, as social networks generally re-
quire links to be mutual. The graph data structure, the batch of incoming edges
currently being processed, and the metadata used to answer queries fit completely
within the memory. We can make this assumption in light of the fact that current
high-end computing platforms, like the Cray XMT, provide shared memories on the
order of terabytes. We will now examine, in detail, each phase of the algorithm.
In the sort phase, we are given a batch of edges to be inserted and deleted. In
our experiments, the size of this batch may range from 1,000 to 1 million edges. We
use a negative vertex ID to indicate a deletion. The batch must first be sorted by
source vertex and then by destination vertex. On the Cray XMT, we bucket sort
by source using atomic fetch-and-add to determine the size of the buckets. Within
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Algorithm 3 A parallel algorithm for tracking connected components.
Input: Batch B of edges 〈u, v〉 to be inserted and deleted, component membership
M , threshold Rthresh, number of relevant deletions R, bit array A, component
graph C
Output: Updated component membership M ′
1: Sort(B) . Phase 1: Prepare batch
2: for all b ∈ B in parallel do




7: StingerDeleteAndInsertEdges(B) . Phase 2: Update data structure
8: for all b ∈ Qdel in parallel do . Phase 3: Process deletions
9: 〈u, v〉 ← b
10: Au ← ~0 . All bits set to zero
11: for all n ∈ Neighbors(u) in parallel do
12: Set bit n in Au to 1
13: F ← 0
14: for all n ∈ Neighbors(v) in parallel do
15: if bit n in Au = 1 then
16: F ← 1 . Triangle found
17: if F = 0 then
18: atomic R← R + 1 . No triangles found
19: if R > Rthresh then
20: R← 0
21: M ′ ← ConnectedComponents(G)
22: else . Phase 4: Process insertions
23: C ← ∅
24: for all b ∈ Qins in parallel do
25: 〈u, v〉 ← b
26: Add 〈M [u],M [v]〉 to C
27: T ← ConnectedComponents(C)
28: for all v ∈ V in parallel do
29: M ′[v]← T [v]
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each bucket, we can sort by destination vertex using an arbitrary sequential sorting
algorithm, processing each bucket in parallel. At the end of the sort phase, each
vertex’s operations are clustered within the batch into a group of deletions and a group
of insertions pertaining to that vertex. At this stage, one could carefully reconcile
matching insertions with deletions, which is especially important for multigraphs.
For our experiments, we will skip reconciliation, processing each inserted and deleted
edge, and allowing only the existence or non-existence of a single edge between each
pair of vertices.
In Phase 2, the data structure update phase, the STINGER data structure is
given the batch of insertions and deletions to be processed. For each vertex, deletions
are handled first, followed by insertions. This ordering creates space in the data
structure before insertions are added, minimizing the number of new blocks that
must be allocated in the data structure and thereby reducing overhead.
After updating the graph, edge deletions identified earlier are checked to see if they
disrupt connectivity in Phase 3. We create a bit array, in which each bit represents a
vertex in the graph, for each unique source vertex in the batch of edge deletions. A
bit set to 1 indicates that the vertex represented by that bit is a neighbor. Because
of the scale-free nature of the graph, the number of bit arrays required for a batch
is much less than the number of vertices. Since vertices can be involved in many
edge deletions, the fine-grained synchronization available on the Cray XMT enables
parallelism in the creation phase and re-use of the bit arrays in the query phase.
We compute the intersection of neighbor sets by querying the neighbors of the sink
vertices in the source bit array. Given that a social network is a scale-free graph, the
rationale is that this intersection will quickly reveal that most of the edge deletions
do not disrupt connectivity. Regarding running time and memory consumption, note
that a common case bit array intersection for vertices with small degree can be handled
by a quick lookup in the sorted list of neighbors and the bit matrix intrinsics of the
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Cray XMT.
At this point, we can take the remaining edge deletion candidates and further pro-
cess them to rule out or verify component structure change, likely using a breadth-first
search. Otherwise, we will store the number of relevant deletions R seen thus far.
After this number has reached a given threshold Rthresh determined by the tolerance
for inconsistency before recomputation, we will re-compute the static connected com-
ponents to determine the updated structure of the graph given the deletions that
have taken place since the last static recomputation.
If we did not exceed Rthresh in the previous phase, the insertions must now be
processed in Phase 4. For each edge being inserted, we look up the vertex endpoints
in the current component mapping and replace them with the component ID to which
they belong. In effect, we have taken the batch of edge insertions and converted it into
a component graph. As this is a scale-free network, many of the insertions will now be
self-edges in the component graph. The remaining edges will indicate components that
have merged. Although it is unlikely, chains of edges, as well as duplicate edges, may
exist in the batch. The order of merges is determined by running a static connected
components computation on the new component graph1. The result is an updated
number of components in the graph and an updated vertex-component mapping.
In both the static connected components case and when finding the connected
components of the component graph, we use an algorithm similar to Kahan’s algo-
rithm [55]. Its first stage, performed from all vertices in the graph, greedily colors
neighboring vertices using integers. The second stage repeatedly absorbs higher la-
beled colors into lower labeled neighbors. Colors are relabeled downward as another
series of parallel breadth-first searches. When collisions between colors are no longer
produced, the remaining colors specify the components.
1In our implementation we use a compressed sparse row (CSR) representation, rather than cre-
ating a new graph data structure, as this only requires a sort of the batch of edges and a prefix sum,
both done in parallel.
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Table 6: Updates per second on a graph starting with 16 million vertices and ap-
proximately 135 million edges on 32 processors of a Cray XMT.
Batch Size (edges)
10,000 100,000 250,000 1,000,000
Insertions Only 21,000 168,000 311,000 931,000
Insertions + STINGER 16,700 113,000 191,000 308,000
Insertions + STINGER + Bit Array 11,800 88,300 147,000 240,000
STINGER + Static Connected Components 1,070 10,200 22,400 78,600
Looking closely at the algorithm, one will note that when handling insertions only,
the graph data structure does not need to be accessed. We can track the number of
components and their sizes using only the vertex-component mapping. The insertions-
only algorithm is very fast as the number of “vertices” in the component graph is
small compared to the size of the original graph. Additionally, the number of “edges”
in the component graph is bounded by the batch size. We observe insertions-only
performance of up to 3 million updates per second on a graph with 1 million vertices
and nearly 1 million updates per second on the larger graph with 16 million vertices
– see Figure 6 for more data on the larger graph.
STINGER, the data structure, inevitably contributes a small overhead to the
processing of updates, but it is scalable with larger batches. The update rate of
insertions and the data structure can be viewed as an upper bound on the processing
rate once deletions are introduced. One method that has been used for handling
temporal updates is to re-compute static connected components after each edge or
batch of edges. This update rate can be viewed as a lower bound on processing once
deletions are introduced. Any method that will decrease the number or frequency of
recomputations will increase the rate at which streaming edges can be processed.
We introduce the bit array intersection method as a means to rule out a large
number of deleted edges from the list of deletions that could possibly affect the number
of connected components. In the algorithm, we set a threshold Rthresh meaning that
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we will tolerate up to Rthresh deletions in which the structure of the graph may have
been affected before recomputing static connected components. The performance
results for insertions plus STINGER plus the bit array intersection represent the
update rate if Rthresh = ∞. Choosing Rthresh will determine performance between
the lower bound and this rate. In practice, reasonable values of Rthresh will produce
performance closer to the upper rate than the lower bound.
As an example of the effect of the bit array on the number of possibly relevant
deletions, our synthetic input graph with 16 million vertices produces approximately
6,000 edge deletions per batch of 100,000 actions. The 12,000 endpoints of these
deletions contain only about 7,000 unique vertices. Using a bit array to perform an
intersection of neighbors, all but approximately 750 of these vertices are ruled out as
having no effect on the graph. Performing a neighbor of neighbors intersection would
likely reduce this number considerably again at the cost of increased complexity.
As it is, the synthetic graph used for these experiments has an edge factor of 8
making it extremely sparse and a worst-case scenario for our algorithm. A real-world
social network like Facebook would have an edge factor of greater than 100. In a
scale-free network, this would reduce the diameter considerably making our bit array
intersection more effective. In our graph, less than 1 percent of deletions cleave off
vertices from the big component, while our bit array intersection algorithm rules out
almost 90 percent of deletions at a small cost in performance. Given that we can
tolerate Rthresh deletions between costly static recomputations, a reduction in the
growth rate of R, the number of unsafe deletions, will increase the time between
recomputations, increasing throughput accordingly.
The left plot in Figure 16 depicts update rates on a synthetic, scale-free graph with
approximately 1 million vertices and 8 million edges. Looking at insertions only, or
solely component merges without accessing the data structure, peak performance is in




















































































Figure 16: Update performance for a synthetic, scale-free graph with 1 million ver-
tices (left) and 16 million vertices (right) and edge factor 8 on 32 processors of a 128
processor Cray XMT.
penalty with small batches that does not scale as well as the insertions-only algorithm.
The bit array optimization calculation has a very small cost and its performance
tracks that of the data structure. Here we see that the static recomputation, when
considering very large batches, is almost as fast as the bit array. In this particular
test case, we started with 8 million edges, and we process an additional 1 million edge
insertions and/or deletions with each batch.
In Figure 16 on the right, we consider a similar synthetic, scale-free graph with
approximately 16 million vertices and 135 million edges. The insertions only algorithm
outpaces the data structure again, but by a smaller factor with the larger graph. The
bit array performance again closely tracks that of the data structure. At this size, we
can observe that the static recomputation method is no longer feasible, even for large
batches. At this size, there is an order of magnitude difference in performance between
the static connected components recomputation and the insertions-only algorithm.
We observe a decrease in performance in all four experiments as the size of the
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graph increases from 1 million to 16 million vertices. There are several properties
of the graph that change and affect performance. The larger graph has a larger
diameter. Longer paths in the graph increase the running time of breadth-first search.
As a result, the static connected computations recomputation time increases. With
more vertices to consider, the insertions only algorithm slows down when merging and
relabeling components. The larger graph has a higher maximum degree, so walking
the edge list of a vertex in STINGER will require additional time. Likewise, although
the average degree remains fixed at 8, there are more vertices with degree larger than
8. Retrieving their neighbor list and performing the neighbor intersection will also
see a performance penalty. Given that these steps are O(n) in the worst case and are
easily parallelized, we would expect good scalability with increasing graph size. In
our experiments, the bit array optimization slowed by a factor of 2 when the graph
grew by a factor of 16. The connected components recomputation slowed by a factor





The MapReduce [39] programming model first suggested by and demonstrated at
Google is designed to ease parallel programming complexity. It is a data-parallel pro-
gramming model in which the programmer provides sequential map() and reduce()
functions that are applied to all data items. The map() and reduce() functions
can be safely applied in parallel to distinct data blocks enabling scalability to the size
of the data. MapReduce enables programmer productivity without heroic efforts on
datasets whose volume may range in petabytes.
While it appears possible to express all algorithms, including graph algorithms, in
this programming model, MapReduce exhibits several limitations that have practical
effects on graph analysis codes. It is important to distinguish between the program-
ming model and the implementation. While Hadoop [45] is a Java-based implemen-
tation of the MapReduce programming model, the discussion here will concentrate
on characteristics of the programming model that are implementation-independent.
5.1.1 Data-parallelism and Locality
In the MapReduce programming model, data elements (or blocks) are stored across a
distributed array of compute nodes. The job scheduler identifies the data blocks that
will be required for a particular job and attempts to schedule the job tasks such that
the computation is executed on the node that already contains the data. If this is not
possible (or if a node “steals” work from another), the data block must be transferred
over the network.
For a graph algorithm, the graph data is likely stored as a list of tuples or edges.
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If the algorithm is edge parallel, the algorithm may map well to this representation.
However, if the algorithm is vertex-centric, this representation will not take advantage
of what little locality can be found in the algorithm.
The remedy to this problem is to use a preliminary MapReduce job to build a
data representation analogous to compressed-sparse row in which the adjacency list
for a particular vertex is stored as one data block. Subsequent MapReduce jobs will
take these new data blocks as input at the cost of a redundant computation step and
storage on disk.
Storing the graph natively in a compressed-sparse row-like representation limits
the degree of parallelism that can be realized. Algorithms that exhibit behavior such
as “for all vertices, for all neighbors” in parallel can take advantage of the Manhattan
loop collapse, which MapReduce implementations do not yet exploit.
Using the adjacency list in this manner can also have significant impact on load
balance in the system. A vertex with millions of adjacencies must be stored using a
single data block on a single node. The MapReduce model will compute the map()
task sequentially on the single node that contains the data block for that vertex, even
if processing each neighbor could have been done in parallel on multiple nodes.
In this manner, the MapReduce programming model implicitly partitions graphs,
either by edges or vertices. As previously discussed, small-world networks cannot be
easily partitioned, and the programmer has no control over data placement.
5.1.2 Load Balance
MapReduce maps tasks to data and computes the task where the data lives. If the
data is non-uniform in size, load imbalance can occur, even with highly dynamic work
scheduling. In scale-free networks, the adjacency lists of vertices are non-uniform in
length. If each task enumerates the neighbors of a vertex, the tasks will have uneven
execution times and can suffer from load imbalance.
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Load imbalance can also occur within the execution of an algorithm. In con-
nected components, for example, each vertex or edge is computed on independently
and mapped to a component label. Most vertices are in a single giant connected
component. As component labels begin to converge, a larger percentage of the graph
will exist in a single label and the tasks for that component label will be executed on
a single machine.
When dynamic task scheduling and work stealing moves the computation from a
heavily used machine to an idle one, the data that is necessary to do the computation
must also move, unless the new machine contains a replica of the data block. Moving
the computation information and also the data consumes time and network bandwidth
resources.
5.1.3 Resilience
Other than ease of programming, a key contribution of the MapReduce model is its
focus on resilience. Each map() and reduce() task is independent of all others
and operates on independent data blocks. To accomplish resilience, data blocks are
replicated across several nodes. If a node fails during the computation, the failure is
detected by the job scheduler and the map() or reduce() task that was disrupted
is restarted from another node containing a replica data block.
The obvious cost of resilience in this model is the replication of data blocks. If a
system is to tolerate two simultaneous node failures, the data must be replicated by a
factor of three, limiting the overall storage capacity or tripling the size of the system
needed. There is an additional network cost for distributing replicas, but it is safe to
assume that the rate of data ingest is lower than the rate of computation.
A more subtle cost of MapReduce’s resilience to failure is the cost of intermediate
data. As the input to each map() task is read from disk, so also is the output of the
task written back to disk. The data is then sent to a reduce() task that writes its
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output to disk. In the course of a single MapReduce job, only one additional copy of
the intermediate data has been made for resilience purposes.
However most graph algorithms contain several MapReduce jobs. For breadth-
first search, the number of jobs is proportionate to the diameter of the graph. In each
case, the input to MapReduce job n is the output of job n−1, which must be written
to disk and then read back (we ignore the effect of the network and replica placement
between jobs, although these are real factors). In an iterative algorithm, which are
common in the graph world, the adjacencies must also be read from disk during each
iteration.
If the quantity of intermediate data produced during an algorithm is much smaller
than the input, then this model may be acceptable. However, we have observed graph
algorithms that produce a combinatorial explosion of intermediate data. In the shared
memory model, the intermediate data is often represented by doubly (or triply) nested
loops and reads of the data. In the MapReduce model, the intermediate data must
be explicitly stored and re-read.
5.1.4 Communication Costs
In the shared memory model, communication is implicit through read operations.
Likewise, in the MapReduce programming model, communication is implicit. In this
case, communication takes place between map() and reduce() tasks, and possibly
also at the beginning and end of a MapReduce job.
The output of a map() task is a set of (key, value) pairs that must be aggregated
by key. In most implementations, map() tasks and reduce() tasks occupy the same
set of physical machines, although this is not required. In between phases, compute
nodes perform a sort of their (key, value) pairs and then an all-to-all exchange so that
a reduce() task receives all values of the key for which it must reduce.
The bandwidth required to make this exchange is potentially high as the worst case
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Figure 17: Workflow of a single MapReduce job.
involves every node sending all of its (key, value) pairs into the network and receiving
all (key, value) pairs from other nodes. Load balance is of particular concern here
as the number of (key, value) pairs to process is the result of the partition function
between mappers and reducers. If the distribution is non-uniform, as may be the case
in small-world graph analytics, the computation may wait on a single reducer.
The load balance issue could be resolved, or at the least greatly mitigated, by re-
quiring reduce() tasks to be associative. In this case, reduction operations could be
done locally at the node at which the map() task resided. Each node would perform
a local reduction of its (key, value) pairs and then begin a reduction tree across all
nodes in the computation. This would greatly reduce the communication bandwidth
required, as well as take advantage of custom network hardware and software libraries
for performing fast parallel reductions across machines. Newer versions of Hadoop
implement “local reducers” to eliminate duplicate (key, value) pairs or perform the
local part of the reduction before the shuffle phase when this is possible.
5.1.5 Complexity
There are five stages to a MapReduce job. These stages are illustrated in Figure 17.
The input stage reads data elements from files on disk. It reads Ni elements that
are passed as input to the map() stage. The map() stage produces Nm outputs
from the Ni inputs and sends these to the reduce() stage. In between these two
stages, there is an intermediate phase sometimes referred to as the “shuffle” phase
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in which results are sorted and distributed according to their keys. The reduce()
phase takes Nm elements and produces No outputs that are written back to disk in
the output stage.
The complexity of a MapReduce job depends on the number of data elements
processed at each step. We assume the dominant cost of a MapReduce job is reading
data elements from disk at the beginning and writing the result data to disk at the
output. Network and communication costs are assumed to be small compared to data
I/O. In an earlier section, we confronted a similar problem for shared memory graph
analytics in GraphCT. To amortize the cost of loading data from disk, we performed
as many operations as possible before terminating. Likewise, the goal of an ideal
MapReduce job will be to compute as much as possible for the cost of a single I/O
operation.
According to the defined goal, the ideal number of MapReduce jobs to compute a
given analytic is one. If the answer can be found after reading the data a single time,
it is efficient in terms of amortizing the dominant cost. Algorithms that complete in
fewer iterations are considered better. Likewise, the number of output elements No
ought to be less than or equal to the number of input elements Ni. A MapReduce job
should seek to reduce the dimensionality of the input data. No should be less than
or equal to Nm so that the I/O complexity of the output is the same or less than the
input stage. In MapReduce, a “reduction” can be any operation on the (key, value)
pairs of the map() stage. Often the reduce() function is a true reduction that
summarizes all (key, value) pairs with a single value per key. In fact, requiring that
the reduction be associative will eliminate the shuffle step prior to the reduce()
and enable optimal reduction trees in parallel machines without moving (key, value)
pairs.
Care should be taken that Nm not be much larger than Ni. In a graph algorithm,
the input is often the adjacency lists of all vertices. Thus Ni is |V |. The map()
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function then produces a (key, value) pair per neighbor, so Nm is |E|. Clearly |E| is
greater than |V | by a factor equal to the average degree. However, it is possible to
overwhelm a single node’s memory when Nm  Ni.
If we consider a MapReduce algorithm for connected components, Nm is always
greater than Ni and No is equal to Ni, but the number of iterations is greater than
one. For breadth-first search, Nm is usually greater than Ni, but No is often also
greater than Ni. The number of iterations is bound by the diameter and greater
than one. Both of these algorithms may not be good fits for MapReduce. Triangle
enumeration completes in just one iteration and No = Ni. It is possible that Nm is
extremely large, however. This algorithm is a better candidate for MapReduce.
5.1.6 Experimental Results
Real-world performance depends on many factors, including the size and complexity
of the dataset, the number of machines and disks, the configuration of the machines,
and the interconnection network characteristics. In this section, we will describe
experimental results for breadth-first search, connected components, and clustering
coefficients on Hadoop and other similar systems from the peer-reviewed literature.
Breadth-first search is among the most popular graph algorithms currently under
study. Kang and Bader [46] built a hybrid workflow of a Hadoop-based cluster and a
Sun UltraSparc T2 multithreaded system to study graph extraction and breadth-first
search. The synthetic graph had 351 million vertices and 2.75 billion edges. Subgraph
extraction on Hadoop took 23.9 hours and 30 breadth-first searches completed in 103
hours, or 3.4 hours per traversal. The Sun multithreaded system completed all 30
traversals in 2.62 seconds.
HADI [40] is a Hadoop-based tool for calculating effective diameter of a graph.
On a synthetic graph with 2 billion edges, HADI runs in about 3.5 hours using 90
servers. Cluster servers are dual 4-core Intel Xeon with 8 GiB main memory and 3
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TiB storage each.
Sector/Sphere [86] is a MapReduce-like project that contains a parallel file system
and an on-disk computation engine. The authors constructed a dataset from PubMed
articles that contained 28 million vertices and 542 million edges at 6 GiB. A larger
dataset was constructed by replicating the existing dataset and adding random edges
to build a graph with 5 billion vertices and 118 billion edges at 1.3 TiB. The test
cluster has 60 dual 4-core Intel Xeon servers with 16 GiB main memory each and
4x1 TiB disk. Breadth-first search on the small graph took an average of 40 seconds.
On the larger graph, the average time was 156 seconds. The authors report that the
LexisNexis Data Analytics Supercomputer (DAS) took 120 seconds on the first query
with 20 servers.
The Apache HAMA project [87] performs matrix operations and graph compu-
tations on top of Hadoop and other cloud services. Although execution time is only
given for conjugate gradient, HAMA makes use of Hadoop MapReduce for dense
matrix computations and their own proprietary bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) en-
gine or Microsoft’s Dryad [88] engine for graph computations, citing more flexible
communication patterns.
Looking for a theoretical framework from which to analyze MapReduce algorithms,
Pace [89] proves that MapReduce algorithms can be implemented under the bulk
synchronous parallel (BSP) model of computation and analyzed as such. Using this
theoretical framework, he shows that breadth-first search cannot efficiently be imple-
mented in MapReduce as the entire graph must be stored and read in each superstep.
Load imbalance in scale-free networks will overwhelm a single processor. In the BSP
model of computation, the level synchronous breadth-first search is immune to this
issue.
Several algorithms have been put forward for connected components in MapRe-
duce. CC-MR [90] compares against Pegasus [63] and Cohen’s algorithm [41] on a 14
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server cluster with each node having 8 cores and 16 GiB of main memory. CC-MR
performs at least a factor of two faster than Pegasus or Cohen. The IMDb graph
with 20 million edges runs in 1055 seconds on CC-MR, 3033 seconds for Cohen, and
2834 seconds under Pegasus.
Calculating clustering coefficients, or counting triangles, requires many neigh-
borhoods to be intersected. As opposed to connected components and breadth-first
search, which are iterative, triangle counting algorithms in MapReduce typically com-
plete in a single iteration, but can produce large quantities of intermediate data. Wu
finds the clustering coefficient of a phone call network with Hadoop on 32 4-core com-
pute nodes with 8 GiB main memory each in 160 seconds. The graph has 1.6 million
vertices and 5.7 million edges [91].
Suri [92] offers algorithms for clustering coefficients using larger graphs on a larger
cluster. Using a Hadoop cluster with 1636 servers, the clustering coefficients of the
LiveJournal dataset with 4.8 million vertices and 6.9 million edges are found in 5.33
minutes. The larger Twitter dataset has 42 million vertices and 1.5 billion edges and
computes in 423 minutes.
In our shared memory work with GraphCT and STINGER on the Cray XMT
and Intel platforms, we have demonstrated how to compute the same metrics on
comparable or larger graphs in much less time. We can compute a breadth-first
search in 0.3 seconds on a graph that has 16 million vertices and 268 million edges
(a similar graph in [86] took 156 seconds). Connected components on a graph with
2.1 billion vertices and 17.1 billion edges takes 86.6 seconds (12x faster than [90] on
data 855x larger). The Cray XMT finds all triangles in a scale-free network with 135
million edges in 160 seconds ([92] takes 160x longer on a graph 11x larger).
It is now clear that graph computations in MapReduce frameworks, like Hadoop
and Sphere, are orders of magnitude slower than in shared memory applications, al-
though it is still uncertain if this results from the hardware, software, or algorithm
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itself. The level synchronous breadth-first search is provably inefficient under MapRe-
duce. In the next section, we will examine the more flexible bulk synchronous parallel
(BSP) programming model and the algorithmic effects of BSP on graph applications
before returning to the hardware question.
5.2 Bulk Synchronous Parallel and Pregel
Despite its extensive use of MapReduce, Google has put forward an alternative frame-
work for graphs called Pregel [58]. Pregel is based on the bulk synchronous parallel
(BSP) style of programming. It retains many of the properties of MapReduce, in-
cluding simple sequential programming and resilience, but adds active messaging and
a vertex-centric view of the graph with maintained state between supersteps.
Bulk synchronous parallel programming is popular in the scientific community
and is the basis for many large-scale parallel applications that run on today’s su-
percomputers. An application is composed of a number of supersteps that are run
iteratively. Each superstep consists of three phases. In the first phase, nodes process
incoming messages from the previous superstep. In the second phase, nodes compute
local values. In the third phase, nodes send messages to other nodes that will be
received in the next superstep. The restriction that messages must cross superstep
boundaries ensures that the implementation will be deadlock-free.
Applying bulk synchronous parallel programming to graph analytics is straight-
forward. Each vertex becomes a first-class citizen and an independent actor. The
vertex implicitly knows its neighbors (they do not have to be read from disk each
iteration). Each vertex is permitted to maintain state between supersteps. A vertex
can send a message to one or all of its neighbors or to any other vertex that it can
identify (such as through a message that it has received). If a vertex has no messages
to send or nothing to compute, it can vote to stop the computation, and will not be
re-activated until a future superstep in which it has messages to receive.
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The introduction of vertex state, as well as the representation of the graph edges
in the communication patterns, removes two of the greatest difficulties for express-
ing graph algorithms in MapReduce. We will now present easy transformations for
classical shared memory graph algorithms into the BSP model.
5.2.1 Experimental Method
The primary focus of this experiment is to determine the algorithmic effects of the bulk
synchronous parallel programming model on the graph algorithms described above.
Google’s Pregel platform is not publicly available. Open source alternatives exist that
run on top of Hadoop, such as Apache Giraph [93], but too many differences exist
between the Hadoop implementation and fundamental C-language shared memory
programming.
To remove as many differences as possible between the BSP implementation
and the shared memory implementation of these graph algorithms, we devised a
bare-bones, shared memory BSP environment written in C, and built on top of
GraphCT [54]. The BSP environment supports messages between vertices, as well as
messaging to all neighbors. Incoming and outgoing message queues are transferred
between iterations with a single pointer swap. An array of vertex states is maintained
between iterations as well an array of vertex votes. With each superstep, the BSP
function is called to execute the superstep. To measure performance, we track the
time to execute each superstep as well as the number of messages sent and received.
The comparison code is a hand-written C-language implementation of the graph
algorithms. The implementations are instrumented to measure the time per iteration,
time to solution, as well as the number of reads and writes. Both the shared memory
and BSP implementations are run on the same input graph on the same machine and
we examine intermediate data for correctness.
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Algorithm 4 A parallel algorithm for connected components in the BSP model.
Input: Superstep s, Vertex v, Current label L, Set of Messages Mv
Output: Outgoing message set M ′v
1: V ote← 0
2: for all m ∈Mv do
3: if m < L then
4: L← m
5: V ote← 1
6: if s = 0 then
7: L← min(Mv)
8: for all n ∈ Neighbors(v) do
9: Send L to n
10: else
11: if V ote = 1 then
12: for all n ∈ Neighbors(v) do
13: Send L to n
5.2.2 Connected Components
Connected components is a reachability algorithm that labels all vertices in a con-
nected component with the same level. An algorithm for connected components in the
BSP model is shown in Algorithm 4. Each active vertex will execute this algorithm
for each superstep.
For this algorithm, the vertex state will store the component label of the compo-
nent to which each vertex belongs. In the first superstep, each vertex will set its state
(label) to be itself, or each vertex will begin by belonging to its own component, as
in the Shiloach-Vishkin approach [42]. Each vertex then sends its component label
to all neighbors.
In each subsequent superstep, all active vertices will receive their incoming mes-
sages and check each one to see if it contains a component label that is smaller than
the current state. If it finds such a new component label, it will update the current
state and send the new component label to all of its neighbors, to be received in the
next superstep. When all vertices have found no changes and have voted to stop the
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computation, the algorithm terminates with the correct vertex-component mapping.
We run connected components on an undirected, scale-free RMAT [73] graph with
2 million vertices and 131 million edges. The shared memory implementation from
GraphCT completes in four iterations. In Figure 18(a), each iteration performs 132
million reads. A write is performed when a component label change is detected. The
number of writes recorded drops quickly from over 6 million in the first iteration to
only 121 in the third iteration. The total ratio of reads to writes is approximately
85:1.
In Figure 18(b), the number of iterations that the BSP components algorithm
takes is 10. In the BSP algorithm, the only vertices that are active are those that
received messages from the previous superstep. In the first several supersteps, nearly
all vertices are active and changing their component labels. Beginning with the fifth
superstep, the number of component label changes drops off dramatically. However,
the ratio of total reads to total writes for BSP is 1.3:1.
Using a single core on a dual socket 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5530 with 12 GiB of main
memory, the shared memory connected components takes 6.83 seconds compared
to the BSP implementation that completes in 12.7 seconds. The shared memory
implementation processes at a rate of 19.3 million edges per second compared to 10.4
million edges per second for the BSP.
Despite the fact that the BSP connected components algorithm computes only
on the active vertex set and performs only 15 percent more reads than the shared
memory connected components, it requires double the number of iterations and takes
twice as long to complete.
Note that the time per iteration for the shared memory implementation is constant
in Figure 19. In the BSP model, the time is proportional to the number of messages
being sent and received. Early iterations take two orders of magnitude longer than





























(b) Bulk Synchronous Parallel Connected Components
Figure 18: The number of reads and writes per iteration performed by connected


































Figure 19: Execution time per iteration performed by connected components algo-
rithms. Scale is the log base 2 of the number of vertices and the edge factor is 8. For
Scale 21, shared memory completes in 8.3 seconds, while BSP takes 12.7 seconds.
competitive with the shared memory implementation.
The parallel execution time on the Cray XMT for each iteration of connected
components is plotted in Figure 20. The input graph is an undirected, scale-free
RMAT [73] graph with 16 million vertices and 268 million edges. On the left, the BSP
algorithm completes in 13 iterations. In the first four iterations, almost all vertices
are active, sending and receiving label updates. As the labels begin to converge, the
number of active vertices, and execution time, drops significantly. In the last six
iterations, only a small fraction of the graph is active.
On the right, the shared memory algorithm in GraphCT completes in 6 iterations.
The amount of work per iteration is constant, and the execution time reflects this.
Label propagation early in the algorithm reduces the number of iterations compared
to the BSP algorithm, which uses four iterations to resolve the majority of the graph.
In the shared memory algorithm, most labels are fixed by the end of the first iteration.
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Figure 20: Connected components execution time by iteration for an undirected,
scale-free graph with 16 million vertices and 268 million edges. On the 128-processor
Cray XMT, BSP execution time is 5.40 seconds and GraphCT execution time is 1.31
seconds.
processor count. Time is on a log scale and the number of processors doubles with each
line. Even vertical spacing between points indicates linear scaling for a given iteration.
All iterations of the shared memory algorithm in GraphCT demonstrate linear scaling.
In the BSP algorithm, the first iterations that involve the entire vertex set also have
linear scaling. As the number of active vertices becomes small, the parallelism that
can be exposed also becomes small and scalability reduces significantly.
The total time to compute connected components on a 128-processor Cray XMT
using GraphCT is 1.31 seconds. The time to compute connected components using
the BSP algorithm on the Cray XMT is 5.40 seconds.
5.2.3 Breadth-first Search
Breadth-first search, the classical graph traversal algorithm, is more recently used
in the Graph500 benchmark [94]. In the BSP algorithm, the vertex state stores the
current distance from the source. In the first superstep, the source vertex sets it
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distance to zero, and then sends its distance to all of its neighbors. All other vertices
begin with a distance of infinity. Algorithm 5 gives a description in the BSP model.
Each active vertex will execute this algorithm for each superstep.
In each subsequent superstep, all vertices that are potentially on the frontier will
receive messages from the previous superstep and will become active. If the current
distance is infinity, the vertex will process the incoming messages and set the distance
appropriately. The vertex then sends its new distance to all of its neighbors, and votes
to stop the computation.
The computation continues to iterate as long as vertices have a distance that
is infinity. Once all vertices have computed their distance, the computation can
terminate.
The BSP algorithm closely mimics the level-synchronous, parallel shared memory
breadth-first search algorithm [1] with the exception that messages are sent to vertices
that may be on the frontier, while the shared memory algorithm enqueues only those
vertices that are definitively unmarked and on the frontier. The level-synchronous
shared memory breadth-first search algorithm is the comparison in GraphCT in Fig-
ures 21 and 22.
We run breadth-first search on an undirected, scale-free RMAT [73] graph with
2 million vertices and 33 million edges. The shared memory implementation from
GraphCT completes in 14 iterations. In Figure 21, the number of vertices on the
frontier is shown as a function of the iteration number. The frontier grows exponen-
tially and peaks in the sixth iteration. Afterward, it shrinks exponentially from 1
million vertices to just six vertices in the twelfth iteration.
In contrast, the number of messages generated by each BSP superstep is plotted
in Figure 21. In the BSP algorithm, a message is generated for every neighbor of a
vertex on the frontier. Initially, almost every neighbor of the frontier is on the next












































(b) Scale-free graph with 16 million vertices and 268 million edges.
Figure 21: Size of the frontier as a function of breadth-first search level.
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Algorithm 5 A parallel algorithm for breadth-first search in the BSP model.
Input: Superstep s, Vertex v, Current distance D, Set of Messages Mv
Output: Outgoing message set M ′v
1: V ote← 0
2: for all m ∈Mv do
3: if m+ 1 < D then
4: D ← m+ 1
5: V ote← 1
6: if s = 0 then
7: if D = 0 then
8: V ote← 1
9: for all n ∈ Neighbors(v) do
10: Send D to n
11: else
12: if V ote = 1 then
13: for all n ∈ Neighbors(v) do
14: Send L to n
As the majority of the graph is found, messages are generated to vertices that have
already been touched. The number of messages from superstep four to the end is an
order of magnitude larger than the real frontier. However, the number of messages
does decline exponentially.
For a given superstep, the difference between the number of messages in the BSP
model and the size of the frontier in the shared memory model is equal to the number
of vertices that are checked but are already marked in the shared memory algorithm.
In shared memory, these are reads whereas in BSP they are writes followed by reads.
As the average density of the graph grows, we would expect the gap to grow.
Using a single core of a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7-2600K with 16 GiB of main memory,
the shared memory breadth-first search takes 772 milliseconds compared to the BSP
implementation that completes in 803 milliseconds. The graph is scale-free with 2
million vertices and 33 million edges. Despite the fact that the number of messages
generated in BSP is an order of magnitude larger than the shared memory’s writes
































Figure 22: Scalability of breadth-first search levels 3 to 8 on an undirected, scale-free
graph with 16 million vertices and 268 million edges. Total execution time on the
128-processor Cray XMT is 3.12 seconds for BSP and 310 milliseconds for GraphCT.
Given that the graph is in compressed-sparse row format, the frontier and the
message queue are contiguous, the sequential algorithm has good spatial locality in
the data structure. The largest frontier is 8.5 MiB and the largest message list is 30
MiB. The processor L3 cache is 8 MiB. Given the exponential rise and fall of both,
the working set for most iterations fits primarily in cache.
We consider parallel scaling of the breadth-first search algorithms on the Cray
XMT in Figure 22. The input graph is an undirected, scale-free RMAT [73] graph
with 16 million vertices and 268 million edges.
Scalability is directly related to parallelism, which is itself related to the size of the
frontier. The scalability of iterations 3 through 8 is plotted in Figure 22. The early
and late iterations show flat scaling and are omitted. On the right, the GraphCT
breadth-first search has flat scalability in levels 3 and 4. Levels 5 and 8 have good
scalability to 64 processors, but reduce at 128, implying contention among threads.
Levels 6 and 7 have linear scalability, which matches the apex of the frontier curve.
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Likewise, the BSP scalability on the left of the figure shows flat scaling in levels
3 and 8. Levels 4 and 8 have good scalability at 32 processors, but tail off. Levels
5, 6 and 7 have almost linear scalability. Because the number of messages generated
is an order of magnitude larger than the size of the frontier, the contention on the
message queue is higher than in the GraphCT breadth-first search and scalability is
reduced as a result. Overall, the innermost BSP levels have similar execution times
and scalability as the shared memory algorithm. However, the overhead of the early
and late iterations is two orders of magnitude larger.
The total time to compute a single breadth-first search on a 128-processor Cray
XMT using GraphCT is 310 milliseconds. The time to compute a breadth-first search
from the same vertex using the BSP algorithm on the Cray XMT is 3.12 seconds.
Typically, multiple breadth-first searches are executed in parallel on the Cray XMT
to increase the available parallelism and reduce contention on a single frontier queue
of vertices.
5.2.4 Clustering Coefficients
The computationally challenging aspect of computing the clustering coefficients of a
graph is counting the number of triangles. In the shared memory model, this is the
intersection of the neighbor list of each vertex with the neighbor list of each of its
neighbors, for all vertices in the graph. In MapReduce, one approach is for each vertex
to produce all possible pairs of its neighbors, or to enumerate the edges that would
complete the triangles. A subsequent task then checks to determine the existence or
non-existence of each of these edges.
The BSP algorithm takes a third approach. First, a total ordering on the vertices
is established such that V = v1, v2, v3, . . . vN . We define a triangle as a triple of
vertices 〈vi, vj, vk〉 such that i < j < k. We will count each triangle exactly once.
The algorithm details are given in Algorithm 6. Each active vertex will execute this
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Algorithm 6 A parallel algorithm for triangle counting in the BSP model.
Input: Superstep s, Vertex v, Set of Messages Mv
Output: Outgoing message set M ′v
1: if s = 0 then
2: for all n ∈ Neighbors(v) do
3: if v < n then
4: Send v to n
5: if s = 1 then
6: for all m ∈Mv do
7: for all n ∈ Neighbors(v) do
8: if m < v < n then
9: Send m to n
10: if s = 2 then
11: for all m ∈Mv do
12: if m ∈ Neighbors(v) then
13: Send m to m
algorithm for each superstep.
In the first superstep, all vertices send a message to all neighbors whose vertex
ID is greater than theirs. In the second superstep, for each message received, the
message is re-transmitted to all neighbors whose vertex ID is greater the vertex that
received the message. In the final step, if a vertex receives a message that originated
at one of its neighbors, a triangle has been found. A message can be sent to itself or
to another vertex to indicate that a triangle has been found.
Although this algorithm is easy to express in the model, the number of messages
generated is much larger than the number of edges in the graph. This has practical
implications for implementing such an algorithm on a real machine architecture.
We calculate the clustering coefficients of an undirected, scale-free RMAT [73]
graph with 16 million vertices and 268 million edges. This algorithm is not iterative.
It is a triply-nested loop in the shared memory implementation. The outer loop
iterates over all vertices. The middle loop iterates over all neighbors of a vertex. The
inner-most loop iterates over all neighbors of the neighbors of a vertex.
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The BSP algorithm replaces the triply-nested loop with three supersteps. The first
two supersteps enumerate all possible triangles (restricted by a total ordering). The
third and final superstep completes the neighborhood intersection and enumerates
only the actual triangles that are found in the graph.
Both algorithms perform the same number of reads to the graph. The BSP algo-
rithm must emit all the possible triangles as messages in the second superstep. For
the graph under consideration, this results in almost 5.5 billion messages generated.
In the last superstep, we find that these 5.5 billion possible triangles give only 30.9
million actual triangles. It is worth noting that the RMAT graph under considera-
tion contains far fewer triangles than a real-world graph. The number of intermediate
messages will grow quickly with a higher triangle density.
The shared memory implementation, on the other hand, only records a write when
a triangle is detected. The total number of writes is 30.9 million, compared with 5.6
billion for the BSP implementation. The BSP clustering coefficient implementation
produces 181 times as many writes as the shared memory implementation.
The execution time and scalability of the GraphCT and BSP triangle counting
algorithms on a 128-processor Cray XMT is plotted in Figure 23. The BSP imple-
mentation scales linearly and completes in 444 seconds on 128 processors. The shared
memory implementation completes in 47.4 seconds on 128 processors.
5.2.5 Discussion
By implementing BSP in a C-language environment on the same shared memory plat-
form on which we conduct our GraphCT experiments, we can observe the algorithmic
differences imposed by the bulk synchronous parallel programming model. The total
execution times for each algorithm on the Cray XMT is compared in Table 7. The
Cray XMT enables scalable, parallel implementations of graph algorithms in both






















Figure 23: Scalability of triangle counting algorithms on an undirected, scale-free
graph with 16 million vertices and 268 million edges. Execution time on the 128-
processor Cray XMT is 444 seconds for BSP and 47.4 seconds for GraphCT.
and execution profiles are quite different for the same algorithm. In others, such as
breadth-first search and triangle counting, the main execution differences are in the
overheads, both memory and time.
Breadth-first search is the BSP algorithm that bears the most resemblance to its
shared memory counterpart. Both operate in an iterative, synchronous fashion. The
only real difference lies in how the frontier is expressed. The shared memory algorithm
only places vertices on the frontier if they are undiscovered, and only places one copy
Table 7: Execution times on a 128-processor Cray XMT for an undirected, scale-free
graph with 16 million vertices and 268 million edges.
Time (sec.)
Algorithm BSP GraphCT Ratio
Connected Components 5.40 1.31 4.1:1
Breadth-first Search 3.12 0.31 10.0:1
Triangle Counting 444 47.4 9.4:1
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of each vertex. The BSP algorithm does not have this knowledge, so it must send
messages to every vertex that could possibly be on the frontier. Those that are not
will discard the messages.
As a result, the two algorithms perform very similarly. In fact, many of the
fastest performing Graph500 [94] entries on large, distributed clusters perform the
breadth-first search in a bulk synchronous fashion with varying 1-D and 2-D decom-
positions [66]. While at a small scale on a cache-based system, the disparity in frontier
size between the two algorithms does not seem to have a large impact on execution
time, on a large graph in a large system, the network will be quickly overwhelmed by
the order of magnitude greater message volume.
In the connected components algorithms, we observe different behavior. Since
messages in the BSP model cannot arrive until the next superstep, vertices process-
ing in the current superstep are processing on stale data. Because data cannot be
forwarded in the computation, the number of iterations required until convergence is
at least a factor of two larger than in the shared memory model. In the shared mem-
ory algorithm, once a vertex discovers its label has changed, that new information
is available to all of its neighbors immediately and can be further consumed. While
the shared memory algorithm requires edges and vertices to read and processed that
will not change, the significantly lower number of iterations results in a significantly
shorter execution time.
In the clustering coefficients algorithms, we observe very similar behavior in read-
ing the graph. Each vertex is considered independently and a doubly-nested loop of
the neighbor set is required (although the exact mechanisms of performing the neigh-
bor intersection can be varied—see [28]). The most significant difference between the
algorithms is the nature of the possible triangles. In the shared memory algorithm,
the possible triangles are implicit in the loop body. In the BSP algorithm, the possible
triangles must be explicitly enumerated as messages. The result is an overwhelming
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number of writes that must take place. Despite 181 times greater number of writes,
the Cray XMT only experiences a 9.4x slow down in execution time.
The bulk synchronous parallel model of graph computation is clearly easy to
program and easy to reason about. However, the cost is a loss of flexibility in data
movement and communication. Communication is now explicit, has a non-trivial
memory footprint, and limits the rate at which information can flow through the
algorithm. By contrast, shared memory’s communication is implicit, but the number
of reads and writes is no greater than the explicit communication in BSP. In the next
section, motivated by our knowledge of shared memory and BSP graph algorithms and
their data access behavior, we will analyze the effect of hardware device characteristics
on application performance.
5.3 Random Access and Storage Performance
Two central features of Hadoop (and the MapReduce model) are resilience to failure
and scalable storage. To accommodate larger data sizes and computations, one only
needs to add machines (and disks) to the cloud. As the number of disks increases,
failure of a single component is more likely. Data replication partially mitigates
this issue. Hadoop also reads from and stores all values to disk between phases of
the computation so that lost tasks can be replayed. Graph algorithms involve a
combination of random access and linear access patterns to memory. In this section,
we will look at each storage technology, the access pattern of several algorithms, and
the effect on computation time.
5.3.1 Measuring Data Access Time
Current high performance graph applications perform well in main memory. However,
the access pattern in memory can have a dramatic effect on execution time. To mea-
sure the random access time to main memory, we utilize a simple microbenchmark.
The microbenchmark takes an array of 64-bit integers of length N in memory and
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Figure 24: Normalized execution time for an array memory access microbenchmark.
traverses the array in a circular fashion, reading 228 elements. We report the time to
read all elements. We traverse the array in two different manners: linear (or stride-1)
and random. In the linear traversal, we first read element zero, then one, and so on.
In the random traversal, we read each element in a uniform random order.
Measurements are taken on a 3.4 GHz Intel Core i7-2600K with 16 GiB of main
memory. In Figure 24, both linear and random microbenchmark trials run in about
350 milliseconds when the size of the array is 4096 elements or less. From this point,
the time required for the random traversal increases significantly, while the time
required for the linear traversal remains constant. At 268 million elements, the se-
quential access takes 391 milliseconds while the random access takes 24.4 seconds, or
62.4x longer.
In the random trial, we observe gaps in the data points that are larger than
others (namely between 4096 and 8192, 32768 and 65536, 1M and 2M). Consulting
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the Intel datasheet for this processor, these gaps correspond to the the transition
between caches levels. In the linear case, the pre-fetching mechanisms of the cache
hierarchy accurately predict the access pattern and the data is made available close
to the processor.
From the data collected, we estimate that the time required for access to a random
data element is 1.31 nanoseconds in L1 cache, 2.73 nanoseconds in L2 cache, 10.7
nanoseconds in L3 cache, and 69.0 nanoseconds in main memory. An algorithm with
an extreme amount of locality will have a performance scalability in data footprint
more closely resembling that of the linear traversal, while an algorithm with less
locality will tend to require more time per element as the data size grows.
Applying the same experimental protocol to graph algorithms will further shed
light on the degree of their locality. In this experiment, we time only the main
computation (ignoring pre- and post-processing) for a variety of input graph sizes as
measured by the number of edges. The input graphs are synthetic RMAT graphs
with power-law distributions. We collect both the execution time and the number of
edges read, and then normalize by the same 228 factor as in the microbenchmark.
The results of the graph algorithm performance are depicted in Figure 25. The x-
coordinate for the algorithmic data points is the log of the size of the memory footprint
(as measured by the data fields that the algorithm actually reads). Unusually high
data points in the first several graphs are likely due to program execution noise that
is amplified by the normalization process.
Both breadth-first search and connected components exhibit behavior in which
the normalized time to completion rises as a function of graph size. Both outperform
the random traversal microbenchmark, but move in the same direction. The cache
boundaries are less noticeable in these algorithms. In the largest graph considered,
breadth-first search is 2.7 times faster than the random traversal. Connected com-
ponents is 8.3 times faster. From this data, we conclude that breadth-first search
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Figure 25: Normalized execution time comparing several static graph algorithms
with linear and random array memory access.
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and connected components both have more locality than the random traversal, but
in general have a substantially random access pattern.
Clustering coefficients, or triangle counting, exhibits different properties. The
normalized performance remains constant regardless of graph size. At the largest
graph, it is 2.5 times slower than the linear microbenchmark. This seems to indicate
a great deal of locality in the access pattern. In fact, the code itself consists of a
large number of sorted list comparisons that highly resemble stride-1 access. Hidden
in this view of the data is the number of edges that must be considered. The largest
graph, with 267 million edges, requires 65.6 billion edges read, or 245 complete passes
over the graph. The number of passes required over the edge set appears to grow
exponentially with graph size, although with a small exponent.
We can verify these experimental findings by looking at the algorithms directly.
For connected components, in each iteration we read |E| source vertices and |E|
destination vertices, which are both stored and accessed contiguously. We also read
|V | source component labels and |V | destination component labels, which are random
accesses. For a graph with an average degree of 8, we estimate that 11 percent of
reads will be random and 89 percent of reads with be linear.
Likewise for breadth-first search, reading the graph neighbors will require |V |
random reads (the offset into the edge list) and |E| linear reads (the edges themselves).
Checking the distance of each neighbor is |V | random reads. Adding a vertex to the
frontier is |V | random writes and reading the frontier in the next iteration is |V | linear
reads. Under this model, for an average degree of 8 we would expect 25 percent of
accesses to be random and 75 percent to be linear.
Based on these numbers, connected components has approximately half the ran-
dom accesses of breadth-first search, but neither is 100 percent random. Clustering
coefficients, as previously stated, has nearly 100 percent linear access by construction.
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Table 8: Number of data elements that can be read per second as determined by
microbenchmarks.
Element Reads per Second
Technology Linear Random Ratio
Main Memory 1,762,000,000 14,300,000 53:1
Solid State Drive 68,800,000 80,000 860:1
Hard Disk 12,500,000 500 25,000:1
Now we turn our focus to the disks that Hadoop uses for storing the input, inter-
mediate, and output data. In the previous microbenchmark, the DDR3 DRAM was
able to service a random 8-byte memory request in 69 nanoseconds. This equates to
14.3 million random memory requests per second. The best spinning hard drives can
complete 500 random reads per second. Flash memory or solid state drives (SSDs)
can execute 80,000 random reads per second.
If we consider the bandwidths in Table 8 in terms of latency to access a single
random element, the latency of main memory is 69 nanoseconds. The latency of a
hard disk is 2 milliseconds and the solid state drive is 12.5 microseconds. Little’s Law
describes the relationship between latency, bandwidth, and concurrency. It states
that concurrency C is equal to the product of latency L and bandwidth B.
C = L ·B (11)
The Cray XMT exploits this relationship to cover network and memory latency
with threading. The Cray XMT Threadstorm processor operates at 500 MHz and
has 128 hardware streams. Using Little’s Law, we calculate that the Threadstorm
processor can tolerate up to 256 nanoseconds of latency. Likewise, a 3.4 GHz desktop
workstation with 8 threads can tolerate up to 2.35 nanoseconds of latency, on the
order of the L2 cache latency.
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5.3.2 Building a Model for Access Time
If we consider a future many-core architecture with 64 threads running at 1.0 GHz,
that system can cover about 64 nanoseconds of latency to memory under the assump-
tion that enough concurrency also exists in the memory subsystem. The same model
can be applied to disk-based memories. A hard disk with 2 milliseconds of random
access latency requires 2 million-way concurrency at 1.0 GHz. This number reduces to
12 thousand for solid state drives. The largest public Hadoop clusters today contain
only 2,000 nodes [95].
Using the data we have collected to this point, let us consider the performance
of a hypothetical future system on a large graph algorithm. We will first model
connected components on a graph with 17.2 billion vertices and 137.4 billion edges.
The memory footprint is given by (|V |+ 2|E|) 8-byte elements, or approximately 2.3
TiB. We assume the algorithm will converge in seven iterations. We do not consider
network bandwidth or latency.





Mref is the number of memory references per iteration, P is the quantity of par-
allelism, and R is the number of memory references per second that are supported
by a single unit. The total execution time is given in Equation 13. I is the number





Under this model, each system will perform 309 billion memory references per
iteration of connected components, for a total of 2.16 trillion memory reads. Let
us first consider an in-memory system with 4096-way concurrency in the memory.
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This is a reasonable assumption given that the 512-processor Cray XMT2 shipping
today has 1024 memory controllers and four-channel memory is standard on high-end
systems. If each memory channel is able to complete 15 million random references
per second, the connected components algorithm will complete in 5.03 seconds per
iteration, or 35.2 seconds total.
Let us consider the same algorithm running on a spinning hard drive servicing
500 random reads per second. Utilizing 65,536 disks, the time per iteration is 9,440
seconds for a total time of 66,100 seconds. Using an SSD that is 160 times faster
at random reads yields a time per iteration of 59.0 seconds and a total time of 413
seconds. Both are significantly slower than the main memory system.
The previous computations assume that all reads and writes to the algorithm
are to random locations. In our previous experiments and algorithmic analysis, we
showed that only a fraction of accesses are random. Since disk-based storage media
have higher sequential access rates, let us consider a revised model based on a more
complex access pattern.
Measuring the performance of connected components in memory, we found that
the processing time per edge was 8 times faster than the random access microbench-
mark. For the in-memory system, if we assume 120 million references per second
per memory channel (rather than 15 million), the time per iteration becomes 629
milliseconds for a total time of 4.4 seconds.
The computation time estimates for the disk-based models are more complicated.
Random accesses will be charged according to the latency of random access. Linear
accesses must be charged according to the linear access bandwidth. The total time
will be a combination of the two costs based on the frequency of random accesses with
respect to linear accesses. We assume these to be uniformly distributed regardless
of system layout (This may be an unrealistic assumption. However, we will address
hot-spotting and load balance later.).
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The time per iteration is given in Equation 14. The latency of a unit random
access is L seconds. B is the peak bandwidth of the device in bytes per second. The
total number of memory references Mref is divided between random and linear, as










Mref = Mrandom +Mlinear (15)
Our previous algorithmic analysis estimated that 11 percent of reads in connected
components are random with the remaining 89 percent linear. Considering spinning
hard disk drives, 11 percent of the memory references will be charged 2 milliseconds,
while the remainder will be charged based on the linear access rate of 12.5 million
references per second. For the graph under consideration, the computation time is
reduced from 66,100 seconds to 7,270 seconds.
The solid state disk has both a high linear access bandwidth and a comparatively
low random access latency. Assuming 11 percent of accesses are random, the per-
iteration time is reduced to 6.56 seconds for a total time of 45.9 seconds (down from
413 seconds). All three memory types benefit from additional locality, but the main
memory approach continues to out-perform hard disk and solid state drives.
In order for hard disk drives to match main memory performance, approximately
107 million drives would be needed under this model. Alternatively, the percentage of
random accesses would need to be reduced to 0.04 percent. For SSDs, the concurrency
required is 675,000 or a random percentage of 1.1 percent. It is unlikely that this
extreme level of spatial reuse can be found in graph algorithms that have been shown
to contain little locality.
Breadth-first search has a higher percentage of random accesses to the data, and
the results mirror those of connected components with a higher magnitude. The
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Table 9: Estimated execution of breadth-first search on a graph with 17.2 billion
vertices and 137 billion edges.
Predicted Execution Time (sec)
Concurrency 100% Random Access 25% Random Access
Main Memory 4,096 3.36 1.48
Solid State Drive 65,536 39.3 9.83
Hard Disk 65,536 6290 1570
test graph is an RMAT graph with 17.2 billion vertices and 137 billion edges. If we
estimate 25 percent of memory accesses are random, the model indicates that the
main memory system will complete in 1.48 seconds versus 9.88 seconds for the solid
state disk and 1,570 seconds for the spinning hard disk.
Clustering coefficients demonstrates a significantly lower level of random access
than breadth-first search or connected components. If we consider an RMAT graph
with 17.2 billion vertices and 275 billion edges, the memory footprint is approximately
2.47 TiB. Projecting forward the characteristics of the data generator, we estimate the
number of reads required for the triangle-finding algorithm is 191 trillion. Based on
measurements from the STREAM benchmark, the Intel Core i7 is able to sustain 16.5
GiB per second, or 270 million linear memory references per second. With 4096-way
concurrency in the memory, the algorithm will terminate in 173 seconds.
The fraction of disk accesses that will likely be random is equal to the sum of
the vertex degrees, or the number of edges. For the graph under consideration, we
estimate the percentage to be 0.144 percent. Based on this information, the model
predicts that the spinning disk should complete in 8,620 seconds with 65,536 disks.
The SSD, which offers 550 MiB per second sustained bandwidth, will finish in 94.8
seconds with 65,536-way parallelism. The large fraction of linear data access makes
the SSD an attractive choice with a 1.82x improvement over main memory for our
hypothetical system.
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In the preceding analyses, we did not consider communication (latency or band-
width) or data distribution. Communication latency between nodes is assumed to be
zero and bandwidth infinite. The data accesses are assumed uniformly random across
disks. The data access pattern and communication costs are likely independent of
the choice of storage medium. Under these assumptions, the main memory algorithm
implementations are estimated to run orders of magnitude faster than the hard disk
and solid state drive implementations in all but one case (using SSDs for triangle
enumeration).
For most data sets, the distribution of access is not likely to be uniform. Power-
law distributions in the data will often result in power-law distributions in the access
pattern. Hot-spotting is a common real effect in large graph problems. Hot-spotting
limits the quantity of parallelism that can be exploited. In our algorithmic analysis of
random versus linear access patterns, we assumed a uniform distribution of random
and linear accesses per disk. Reading the neighbors N of a particular vertex in
compressed sparse row format involve one random read and |N | linear reads. If |N |
is subject to a power-law distribution, then some disks will have a very small number
of random reads and a very large number of linear reads, while most disks will have
many random reads. This causes load imbalance in the system. Execution time would
be measurably longer given that random reads are much more expensive than linear
reads. DRAM memory is subject to the same performance gap between random and
linear reads, but at a much smaller magnitude.
One possible opportunity for hybrid operation is to map portions of data in an
algorithm that are accessed randomly to devices with good random access perfor-
mance (DRAM) and elements of data with repeated linear access to devices with fast
linear read performance, such as SSDs. The performance of DRAM is higher than
solid state drives across the board. This hypothetical system only makes sense if we
consider an aggregate storage capacity that is larger than aggregate main memory,
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or offers greater parallelism.
In the model, the hybrid system would perform according to the Equations 16,
17, and 18.









For example, let us consider breadth-first search on a graph with 1.1 trillion ver-
tices and 17.6 trillion edges. The memory footprint of the computation is approxi-
mately 158.3 TiB. With 4096 channels of memory, each channel would require 38.7
GiB. If this is feasible to build, the memory-only algorithm will complete in approxi-
mately 158 seconds. Using 65,536 solid state drives only, the algorithm should execute
in 1,050 seconds. If we assume that the 25 percent of accesses that are random are
stored in DRAM and the 75 percent of accesses that are linear are stored on SSD,
the combined execution will be 93.1 seconds using both technologies together, an
improvement of 41 percent. The full results of the model simulation are depicted in
Figure 26(a).
In the figure, both the number of memory devices and the number of solid state
devices are varied and performance time is measured as if randomly-accessed elements
are stored in the memory devices and linearly-accessed elements are stored in the
SSD. The blue lines indicate contours of iso-performance where the execution time is
constant. For a given performance level, there is a marginal utility in adding memory
or storage devices. For example, at 200 seconds, additional disks beyond 10,000 do
not significantly reduce the number of memory devices needed. Likewise, additional
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(b) An algorithm with 75 percent random memory accesses
Figure 26: Iso-performance contours (blue) varying concurrency of DRAM and SSD
devices in the hybrid system. Red lines indicate percentage improvement over the
in-memory graph algorithm with the same memory concurrency. The input graph
has 1.1 trillion vertices and 17.6 trillion edges.
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Based on our measurements and models of in-memory breadth-first search execu-
tion, the red lines in the figure indicate the performance improvement of the hybrid
system over a memory-only system and in-memory algorithm with the same memory
concurrency. In the space to the left of the first red line, the execution time is slower
than the in-memory only algorithm. To the right, the differential improves to as much
as 43 percent in the lower right-hand corner.
In Figure 26(b), we present simulation model results of the same parameters on
the same graph, but this time with a hypothetical algorithm in which 75 percent of
data accesses are random. Note the higher execution times and flatter curves.
One challenge to exploiting this hybrid storage and execution model is that the
MapReduce programming model contains no sense of locality. The intuition about
memory access patterns would need to come from the programmer or algorithm de-
veloper. MapReduce also does not make any reference to the underlying data type.
It is unaware whether it is working on the graph representation itself or intermediate
state of the algorithm. The bulk synchronous parallel model (BSP) or Pregel seems
more amenable to such a hybrid setting. State variables are likely randomly accessed,
while the adjacency list is more likely (although not guaranteed) to be accessed in a
predictable order.
5.3.3 Estimating Concurrency versus I/O Time
In Section 5.1, we defined the goal of a MapReduce job to maximize the computation
in between input/output cycles in order to amortize the rather high cost of reading
data from and writing data to disk. In this section, we will consider the concurrency
required at the storage level to fulfill this criteria.
Let us define the computation time as the time estimated by the performance
model for the algorithm to compute in main memory only using a concurrency of
4,096. We restrict the total I/O time to be equal to the computation time and
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assume that the I/O time is evenly divided between input and output.
The test graph will be a graph with 17.2 billion vertices and 137.4 billion edges. For
connected components, we assume 7 iterations to completion. At 120 million memory
references per second (measured) per way of concurrency, the time per iteration is
expected to be 629 milliseconds, with a total computation time of 4.4 seconds. The
estimated I/O time as a function of concurrency is given in Figure 27(a). For a
spinning disk drive with a peak linear read bandwidth of 100 MiB per second, we
will perform seven I/O cycles of 2.34 TiB each. To perform these in 4.4 seconds,
approximately 75,000 disks are required. Using SSDs with a peak read rate of 550
megabytes per second yields a concurrency of 13,500 SSDs required.
When considering breadth-first search, let us assume 12 steps will be required
to traverse the entire graph. The in-memory algorithm will read the graph once
and complete execution in 1.48 seconds in the hypothetical system. The disk-based
systems will need to perform a series of 12 I/O operations of 1.37 TiB each whose
total execution time should be equal to 1.48 seconds. To meet this requirement,
approximately 225,000 hard disks or 41,000 SSDs will be needed.
On a larger graph with 1.1 trillion vertices and 17.6 trillion edges, only a modest
increase in size is necessary. For breadth-first search, we again assume 12 iterations
and 158 seconds to execute in memory on the hypothetical multithreaded system.
Each of 12 I/O operations reading 158 TiB will be necessary. To perform all 12 I/O
operations in 158 seconds, 240,000 hard disks or 44,000 SSDs will be needed. The
I/O time of breadth-first search on a graph with 1.1 trillion vertices and 17.6 trillion
edges is presented in Figure 27(b).
In the next chapter, we will more closely examine opportunities for mapping al-
gorithms to architectures in a higher level, hybrid system architecture.
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(a) Connected components on 17.2 billion vertices and 137.4 billion edges.


















(b) Breadth-first search on 1.1 trillion vertices and 17.6 trillion edges.
Figure 27: Estimated I/O time for graph algorithms using hard disk drives and solid
state drives. Dashed line indicates in-memory computation time.
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CHAPTER VI
A HYBRID SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
6.1 A Hierarchy of Data Analytics
Up to this point, we have considered massive graph analytics as running one or a
small number of graph algorithms on a large graph with billions of edges. The graph
may exist in memory on a large shared memory system or on disk in a large Hadoop
cluster or SQL relational database system. The graph changes over time, and we have
addressed algorithms for reacting to the changing graph.
A shared memory system, such as the Cray XMT, with hundreds of terabytes of
main memory excelled at large graph queries. High memory bandwidth and rela-
tively low latency (compared to disk) access to memory, when utilized by immense
parallelism, contributes to fast graph analysis. In Chapter 5, we showed that the
MapReduce and Bulk Synchronous Parallel programming models can easily express
large graph queries, however they impose algorithmic limitations that extend beyond
hardware or implementation. The shared memory programming model hides or eases
these limitations.
A cluster of commodity machines and disks offers scale-out capability beyond the
global shared memory that can be provided by today’s high performance computing
hardware. A MapReduce cluster or other large-scale data warehouse solution can
scale to petabytes of storage on disk. If the graph under consideration is of this
scale, and analytics must be run on the entirety of the edge set, then such a scale-out
solution may be the only option.
On the other hand, if the graph (or a significant portion of the graph) can fit into
128 TiB of global shared memory, let us consider a different option for the commodity
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cluster of disks. The graph is a relational abstraction of real data. This real data
may be in the form of emails, transaction logs, protein sequences, or other sources of
real-world experience. From this unstructured or semi-structured data, we identify
actors (vertices) and look for evidence of co-action or relationship (edges). The final
graph summarizes the real data. Each vertex and edge in the graph can be tied back
to one or more pieces of real-world data that have been collected. In fact, multiple
different graph representations can be formulated from the same set of collected data.
The raw, unstructured data is often much larger than the graph itself. Running
complex analytics on the raw data is expensive and likely infeasible. We build the
graph to look for more complex relationships among the simple relationships in the
data. The commodity cluster has the storage capability to maintain the raw data
over a long period of time, while the shared memory machine with only terabytes of
memory is adequate to store the graph.
In a production environment, however, the graph is not the end, but a means to
an end. Analysts, or their applications, are asking questions of the graph. These
questions may occur with regular frequency or may be ad-hoc in nature. The output
of one query is often the input to another or a series of further queries. The result
may even motivate the analyst to go back to the raw data that the edge or edge set
represents.
As much as it was infeasible to run the complex graph analytic on the raw data—
so the graph representation was used—the analyst may wish to ask questions that
are infeasible to run on the entirety of the graph representation. In this case, the
relevant community or communities in the graph are extracted and brought to the
local workstation for in-depth analysis. A workstation has only gigabytes of main
memory, so the complexity of the data is reduced by orders of magnitude.
Figure 28 depicts a hierarchy of data analytics. The commodity cluster contains
the largest volume of data storage and sits at the top. It holds the raw, unstructured
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Figure 28: A proposed hierarchy of data analytics the includes raw, unstructured
data in a commodity cluster, a special purpose high-performance graph representa-
tion, and many client analytics that operate in parallel.
data. Below it, a graph database is built on a shared memory platform that has an
order of magnitude less memory, but is faster and more flexible. Below the graph
database, the analyst workstation analyzes smaller subgraphs extracted from the
graph database.
Raw, unstructured data flows into the data warehouse as it is created and collected.
The data warehouse, which specializes in data parallel operations, extracts the entities
and relationships from the text. These new updates are sent to the graph database
as a stream of new edges. The graph database (STINGER in this example) processes
these new edge updates in its internal graph representation and updates continuously
running analytics. Analysts using advanced programming environments and domain
specific languages, such as Python, receive subgraphs from the graph database for
further investigation. It is difficult to visualize graphs with more than several hundred
vertices. Subgraph extraction is essential for human-computer interaction at this step.
The inverted triangle in Figure 28 closely resembles the memory hierarchy that
is common to every computer architecture textbook. In a memory hierarchy that
includes cache (at the bottom), main memory (middle), and disk (top), moving from a
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lower level to a higher level typically involves orders of magnitude more storage, orders
of magnitude less bandwidth, and orders of magnitude greater latency or response
time.
In the proposed hybrid architecture, we observe the same relationships. Only
gigabytes of graph data is available to the analyst at their workstation. Computing
on the graph in memory is faster than fetching additional graph vertices and edges
from the graph database. The graph database, however, contains terabytes of data.
It holds all or most of the graph vertices and edges. The graph database represents
or summarizes the raw data held in the data warehouse. The cost to get additional
data out of the warehouse is higher than out of the graph database directly.
The hierarchy of graph systems and representations behaves much like a memory
hierarchy, and we can apply many well-understood aspects of the memory hierarchy
to this problem. All data that resides in a lower level of the hierarchy must also
reside in all higher levels. The data that an edge represents in the graph database
must remain in the data warehouse. A strategy for good performance throughout the
system is to keep the most relevant data in the graph database so that a minimum
number of queries must require intervention by the data warehouse.
There are two notable exceptions to the memory hierarchy analogy. The first
is that our hierarchy of data analytics is read-only. While data can move from the
data warehouse to the graph database (or even multiple graph databases), the graph
database will not modify the raw data. Likewise, a client analytic cannot change the
relational graph. Since all levels are read-only, there is no need for an analogue of
cache coherence protocols, and the resulting system is likely to be much more scalable.
Second, unlike in a memory hierarchy, the data in any one level is not necessarily
in the same representation in other levels of the hierarchy. The data in the data
warehouse is likely text or other raw, unstructured data. The text is transformed
into a graph representation in the graph database. The client analytic may transform
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the graph into any other representation that is necessary. This implies an additional
level of logic that must exist at each level of the data hierarchy.
In the massive streaming data analytics model, the graph is an infinite stream of
edges, each created by a particular event or interaction. Given a particular hardware
platform, we store as much of the edge set in memory as possible. Our analysis takes
place on this edge set, as well as the new edges that appear in the stream in the
future.
When the data representation becomes full, the stream of edges will not cease.
Rather, new edges will need to be evaluated and stored, if relevant. Inserting a new
edge into the representation requires other data to removed and overwritten. One
possibility is to purge the oldest data in the graph. Other approaches may utilize
analytic results to determine the data least used (or containing the least information).
A similar challenge exists in the hierarchy of data analytics. The graph server
contains a representation (or summarization) of the data in the warehouse. If a client
analytic requests vertices or edges not in the graph representation, they must be
extracted and computed from the data warehouse. The graph server will need to
select vertices or edges to replace, analogous to a cache or page replacement policy.
6.2 Modeling a Hybrid System
In the proposed hybrid architecture (see Figure 28), the underlying assumption is
that all of the edges in the graph, or all of the raw data that makes up the edges
in the graph, resides in a disk-based storage system, such as a MapReduce cloud.
A graph algorithm can be run on the data there, but is relatively expensive to run.
The disk-based system can also extract edge representations for use elsewhere in the
hierarchy.
Also in the proposed architecture, multiple graph databases exist. Each graph
database runs on a multithreaded, shared memory system, and contains some subset
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of all the graph edges. These subsets can be based on vertex label, edge type, time-
stamp, or another user-specified criteria. Graph analytics can be run on the graph
databases provided that they contain all of the edges necessary for the query. If edges
are missing from the graph database, they must be retrieved from the disk-based
system first and inserted into the graph. For the purpose of this discussion, the graph
database will be based on STINGER.
The situation is similar to a relational database in which queries can be executed
on the data resident on disk or an index in memory. The index in memory is faster
if an index already exists that meets the requirements of the query. If such an index
does not exist, the query will be run on the full table on disk, typically orders of
magnitude slower.
Thus to run a generic graph algorithm on a subset of the edges and vertices on
the disk-based system, first the edges are filtered out of the large graph and then
the algorithm is executed. To run a generic graph algorithm on the graph database,
first the missing edges must be identified and extracted from the disk-based system,
inserted into the graph representation, and then the algorithm is executed.
Since the algorithm can be executed at either level of the data analytics hierarchy,
it makes sense to execute it where the time to completion is the smallest. To do
so requires that we evaluate both scenarios based on the size of the subgraph being
computed on and the number of edges missing from the graph database that must
be retrieved from the disk-based system. If only a small percentage of edges are
missing and these edges can be easily extracted and inserted into the graph database,
it should require less time to run on the multithreaded graph database than to run
on the disk-based system. However if the entire graph must be transferred, and the
transfer time is large compared to the execution time, it may be more efficient to
compute directly on the disk-based system.
The trade-off depends on many factors including the size of the disk-based system,
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Table 10: Experimental parameters
Parameter Value
Number of memory units 4,096
Number of storage devices 65,536
Graph database (per unit values)
Updates per second 2,400,000
BFS references per second 34,000,000
Connected components references per second 120,000,000
Triangle counting references per second 270,000,000
Disk-based cloud (per unit values)
HDD linear references per second 12,500,000
HDD random references per second 500
SSD linear references per second 68,800,000
SSD random references per second 80,000
the speed of the disks, the size of the multithreaded system, the speed of the memory,
the insertion update rate of the data structure, and others. We will use the model
described in previous sections to estimate the algorithmic execution time given these
parameters and the size of the data.
6.2.1 Experimental Method
We will examine popular static graph algorithms connected components, breadth-first
search, and triangle counting. These algorithms display a variety of characteristics
found in other algorithms.
We fix several machine parameters so as to consider fewer variables in our simula-
tions (see Table 10). The disk-based system will contain 65,536 disks that can be hard
disk drives (HDDs) or solid state drives (SSDs). The graph database will be modeled
by a shared memory system with 4,096-way concurrency in the memory. STINGER
on this system will support 10 billion new insertions per second. STINGER today
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can support 100 million insertions per second if the edges are sorted, packed, parti-
tioned by source vertex, and unique. A disk-based system, such as Hadoop, can easily
restructure the edge list in this way. A STINGER insertion rate of 10 billion edges
per second is equivalent to 100 current Intel x86 systems. For the purpose of this
experiment, we do not consider network bandwidth or transfer time since network
communication can be overlapped with graph update and modification.
We make the conservative assumption that the disk-based system can extract the
queried edges directly, without reading the entire edge list, and that these edges are
stored contiguously on disk. This is a valid assumption if edges are being stored
and extracted by vertex identifier or by edge type. In these cases, O(|V |) random
access latencies would be added to account for identifying the edge blocks of interest,
increasing the time to extract the edges.
The time to compute the graph algorithm on the disk-based system will consist
of two parts: 1) time to extract the subgraph edges from the dataset and 2) time to
compute the algorithm on the subgraph. The time to compute the graph algorithm
on the graph database will consist of three parts: 1) time to extract a fraction of
the subgraph edges from the disk-based system, 2) time to update the graph data
structure, and 3) time to compute the algorithm on the subgraph in memory. The
objective is to compute the trade-off between fraction of edges that must be retrieved
and the cost to move the edges into the graph database.
6.2.2 Results
Let us consider connected components on a graph with 240 or 1.1 trillion vertices,
and 17.6 trillion edges that takes 7 iterations to complete. The number of memory
references is approximately 261.7 trillion. By algorithmic analysis, the percentage of
random accesses is approximately 6 percent.
Each hard disk in the disk-based cloud can sustain 500 random references per
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Figure 29: Connected components execution time comparison for a hybrid system
with a shared memory graph and SSD-based storage system. The input data is an
undirected graph with 1.1 trillion vertices and 17.6 trillion edges.
second and 12.5 million linear references per second. On a disk-based system with
65,536 spinning hard disk drives, the time to extract the full graph edge list is modeled
to be 21.5 seconds, and the connected components algorithm takes 133.2 hours.
The multithreaded graph database system processes 120 million references per
second on connected components (as measured, taking into account the ratio of ran-
dom to linear access) per memory unit. With 4096 memory units, the connected
components algorithm is modeled to execute in 532.4 seconds.
In Figure 29, the percentage of edges that are missing from the graph database
is varied from 5 percent to 100 percent. The time required to retrieve these edges
from the disk-based cloud and insert them into the graph database varies based on
the number of edges.
Under these conditions, the total time to retrieve the graph edges, insert them
into the database, and process the connected components is less than 2350 seconds
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on the multithreaded graph database. The disk-based system requires 133 hours end-
to-end. For connected components on these two systems, it is always more efficient
to extract the edge set from the disk-based system and run the graph algorithm in
the multithreaded graph database.
If the disk-based cloud system utilizes SSDs, rather than spinning hard disk drives,
the time to compute in the cloud is greatly reduced. SSDs can sustain 80,000 random
references per second and 68.8 million linear references per second. Graph extraction
is calculated to be 3.9 seconds and the algorithm runs in 3050 seconds.
The multithreaded system also takes advantage of faster graph extraction with
end-to-end completion times no more than 2300 seconds for 100 percent missing
edges. In this case also, the connected components algorithm runs most efficiently on
the multithreaded graph database, although it is only 25 percent faster than the SSD
system alone.
Turning to breadth-first search, we consider the same input graph with 1.1 trillion
vertices and 17.6 trillion edges. The number of memory references is 22.0 trillion. By
algorithmic analysis, 25 percent of references are accessed randomly.
On a disk-based system with 65,536 spinning hard disk drives, the time to extract
the full graph edge list is 21.5 seconds, and the breadth-first search takes 46.6 hours.
The multithreaded graph database system processes 34 million references per sec-
ond on breadth-first search (as measured, taking into account the ratio of random to
linear access) per memory unit. With 4096 memory units, the breadth-first search
algorithm is modeled to execute in 157.9 seconds.
In Figure 30, the percentage of edges that are missing from the graph database is
varied from 5 percent to 100 percent. Under these conditions, the time required to
extract the full graph from the disk-based system, load it into the graph database,
and compute the breadth-first search is 1939 seconds, compared with 46.6 hours to
compute the entire workflow on the disk-based system.
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Figure 30: Breadth-first search execution time comparison for a hybrid system with a
shared memory graph and SSD-based storage system. The input data is an undirected
graph with 1.1 trillion vertices and 17.6 trillion edges.
If the disk-based cloud system utilizes SSDs, rather than spinning hard disk drives,
the time to compute in the cloud is greatly reduced. Graph extraction takes 3.9
seconds and the algorithm runs in 1056 seconds on the SSDs alone.
The multithreaded system takes advantage of the SSD-based cloud with an end-
to-end completion time no greater than 1921 seconds for 100 percent missing edges.
When the fraction of edges that are missing from the graph database is 50 percent or
less, it is advantageous to extract these edges from the cloud and run the breadth-first
search on the graph database. Otherwise, it is faster to run the algorithm where the
data is in the cloud. The dominant cost in this model is the time to update the graph
database with the missing edges.
Triangle counting has a significantly lower percentage of random accesses than
connected components or breadth-first search. We consider an input graph with 232
or 4.3 billion vertices and 68.7 billion edges. We estimate the number of memory
references to be approximately 191 trillion. The fraction of these accesses that are
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Figure 31: Triangle counting execution time comparison for a hybrid system with a
shared memory graph and SSD-based storage system. The input data is an undirected
graph with 4.3 billion vertices and 68.7 billion edges.
random is selected to be 0.144 percent based on an algorithmic analysis.
On a disk-based system with 65,536 spinning hard disk drives, the time to extract
the full graph edge list is 85 milliseconds, and the triangle counting algorithm takes
8626 seconds.
The multithreaded graph database system processes 270 million references per
second on triangle counting (as measured, taking into account the ratio of random
to linear access) per memory unit. With 4096 memory units, the triangle counting
algorithm is modeled to complete in 172.7 seconds.
In Figure 31, the percentage of edges that are missing from the graph database is
varied. Under these conditions, the time required to extract the full graph from the
disk-based system, load the edges into the graph database, and run triangle counting
is less than 180 seconds, compared with 8626 seconds to compute on the disk-based
system.
Switching the disk-based cloud to SSDs, graph extraction time is reduced 15
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milliseconds. Triangle counting run in 94.8 seconds on the SSD-based system. The
multithreaded system completes in 173.0 to 179.6 seconds, depending on the fraction
of edges missing from the graph database. In this scenario, the SSD-based system
excels at reading the largely linear edge lists, and is the more efficient choice regardless
of the number of missing edges in the graph database. However, the disk-based system
is only 45 percent faster than the multithreaded graph database, so either is a realistic
option in a production environment.
6.2.3 Discussion
It is important to consider both fraction of accesses that are random, as well as the
total quantity of random accesses. In Figure 29, connected components is best run
on the multithreaded in-memory graph database regardless of the fraction of edges
that must be retrieved from the graph on disk. Despite the fact that connected
components algorithm is over 94 percent linear access, the graph database is faster
than the disk-based cloud.
Breadth-first search, on the other hand, is 25 percent random access, but demon-
strates a clear trade-off in Figure 30. The cost of transferring edges from the cloud
to the graph database is such that it is faster to run the breadth-first search in the
cloud if more than half of the edges must be retrieved.
Looking only at the fraction of random access, it would seem that the results
should be inverted. The multithreaded system should excel at breadth-first search,
while the disk-based system might be better at connected components. However, if we
consider the total quantity of random and linear accesses, we can better understand
the modeled results.
The total quantity of linear and random accesses for the two algorithms on the
same graph is compared in Figure 32. Because connected components must make





















Figure 32: The total number of random and linear data references by algorithm.
The input graph has 17.6 trillion edges.
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magnitude higher than breadth-first search, which makes a single pass over the edge
set. As a result, the 6 percent of accesses that are random for connected components
is 15.7 trillion, compared to the 5.5 trillion for breadth-first search. For a single
device, main memory is approximately 180 times faster for random access than an
SSD. Our hypothetical system had 16 times more SSDs than memory units, so main
memory is still 11 times faster than SSDs in aggregate for random access. As the
absolute number of random accesses increases, the multithreaded in-memory system
gains a greater advantage over the on-disk system.
Considering linear access rates, a single main memory unit is only 25 times faster
than a single SSD. Including a factor of 16 more SSDs, the aggregate performance for
linear access is nearly equal for in-memory computation or on-disk. On the system
level, it suffices to consider random access as the dominant factor in determining
where to run the computation. Next we will show the effect of random access on
modeled execution time.
When an algorithm combines random and linear access patterns, the high cost of
random access, regardless of the storage medium, is the dominant factor. Consider
that a spinning hard disk drive can fetch 25,000 linear elements for every random
element. The solid state disk has a better ratio at 860 to 1, and DRAM is closer to
50 to 1.
The impact can be seen more clearly when considering the quantity and fraction
of execution time for linear and random access to the data. Figure 33(a) contains
an algorithmic analysis of breadth-first search, connected components, and triangle
counting. As previously discussed, for a graph with an average degree of 16, breadth-
first search requires approximately 25 percent of data references to be random. Six
percent of accesses will be random in connected components. For triangle counting,
approximately 0.144 percent of accesses are random. The blue portion in Figure 33(a)



































































(b) Fraction of modeled execution time
Figure 33: Algorithm modeling random and linear access by quantity and time for
hard disk drives and solid state disks. Breadth-first search and connected components
are modeled for a graph with 1.1 trillion vertices and 17.6 trillion edges. Triangle
counting is modeled for a graph with 4.3 billion vertices and 68.7 billion edges.
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references.
In Figure 33(b), we plot the fraction of modeled execution time consumed by each
phase of the algorithm. The time to extract an adjacency list from the edge data
is shown in red. The green portion represents the time spent performing random
accesses to the data, while the blue portion is the fraction of time spent performing
linear accesses.
Comparing the two figures, we observe that the majority of accesses to the data
structure are linear in nature (reading the adjacency list of a vertex in order). Storage
devices are tuned for this access pattern and perform the operations quickly. In the
lower figure, however, the overwhelming majority of execution time is consumed by
random access. For connected components, the SSD-based system spends 97 percent
of its time handling the 6 percent of data references that are random. For triangle
counting, 0.144 percent of accesses take up 55 percent of the execution time.
The large discrepancy in random and linear access rates results in a pareto dis-
tribution in execution time. Algorithms with extreme locality are still dominated by
the random access factor. Increasing the speed of random access in a storage device
will greatly accelerate all algorithms, even while holding linear access speed constant.
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CHAPTER VII
RISE OF THE MACROARCHITECTURE
A significant portion of computer architecture research focuses on microarchitecture.
The goal of this research is to improve single-threaded performance by identifying
opportunities for instruction-level parallelism (ILP) and branch prediction, improve
cache effectiveness through different allocation schemes and cache arrangements, and
increase throughput using various techniques such as vectorization or VLIW. In paral-
lel computing, microarchitecture often looks at efficient protocols for communication
and sharing between cores on a chip and between sockets.
The data-intensive computing revolution should cause us to re-think computer
architecture in a new light. Data is larger than ever before, and multiple data rep-
resentations are needed for different analytics. Large graph and relational analytics
can benefit from a shared memory view of the data. Data parallel tasks, such as
indexing, are well-suited to distributed or shared-nothing systems. Algorithms with
large volumes of random data access run faster in DRAM technologies. By contrast,
those algorithms that read data once in sequence benefit from linear access devices
such as SSDs. Any number of client applications may contain both types of queries at
multiple levels of granularity. The application is no longer contained in one system,
but is a collection of applications running on a variety of systems.
In this new world of massive data analytics, there is a great need for research in
computer macroarchitecture. Queries must be mapped to the correct data representa-
tion running on the appropriate system. Data representations must be in sync, if only
loosely. The data representations themselves must intelligently respond to requests
and adapt as the query environment changes.
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In this chapter, we will discuss conclusions and recommendations for computer
architects that are motivated by the preceding research in order to better cope with
current and future trends in massive graph analysis.
7.1 Parallelism
At the scale of data under study (trillions of edges), parallelism is needed throughout
the system. From the programmer’s perspective, parallelism can take many forms,
including loop-level and task-level. In Chapter 3, parallelism played a key role in
enabling large graph algorithms on the Cray XMT. Exposing a fine granularity of
parallelism to the compiler (while avoiding hot-spotting and synchronization) gives
good performance and scalability on today’s massively parallel systems. Systems of
the future will support more threads and more opportunities for parallelism will be
needed from the algorithms.
At the runtime perspective, parallelism must be thought of with a short lifetime.
Work items in a parallel graph algorithm have very short lifespans with small foot-
prints. The quantity of parallelism can change drastically depending on the data, the
loop, and the progress through the computation. Thread creation must be lightweight.
Thread execution is often conditional or speculative. A runtime that efficiently man-
ages large numbers of threads (hundreds to thousands per socket) and the changing
conditions of the system will better support an irregular application.
Multicore processors have been prevalent for many years now and will likely con-
tinue to be the mainstay of high performance computing. Increasing core count and
off-chip bandwidth will enable greater parallelism in graph applications. Experimen-
tal results in Chapter 4 demonstrate the capability of multi-socket multicore systems
on graph computations. However, scalability of synchronization outside of a single
socket is still challenging. Future systems should provide synchronization facilities
that have low costs when contention is low or nonexistent.
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Parallelism must exist at the level of memory and disk. A combination of paral-
lelism in compute and storage is necessary for latency tolerance. Experimental results
in Chapter 5 highlight the need to distribute data access patterns to maximize band-
width, both for random and linear access patterns. The immense size of data under
study requires such an approach. The balance of parallelism at the memory, disk,
and processor must be tuned so that parallelism can overcome latency.
Multiple applications connecting to and reading from the graph data store exhibits
a different kind of parallelism. The graph data store must be able to service these
requests with low latency while also staying up to date with new data. There may
be multiple graph data stores representing different aspects of the raw, unstructured
data held in the warehouse. If overlaps in the queries or graphs can be discovered,
there exists opportunities to tune for these so long as the lifetime of the overlap is
significantly greater than the cost to optimize.
7.2 Shared Memory and BSP
In Chapter 5, we explored the algorithmic trade-offs in graph algorithms between the
shared memory programming model and the bulk synchronous parallel, or BSP, model
employed by Pregel and other implementations. The BSP model is used throughout
scientific computing on distributed memory systems that often exhibit regular compu-
tation and communication patterns. We showed that several popular shared memory
graph algorithms could be easily adapted to the model.
There is a clear trade-off between program efficiency in the shared memory model
and ease of programming in the BSP model. In the three experimental cases consid-
ered, the quantity of work (as measured by number of iterations, reads, and writes)
was higher for the BSP algorithms. For breadth-first search, the discrepancy was
modest and performance reflected this. Connected components, which should have
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benefited from computing only those vertices that required it, took longer to con-
verge from lack of communication. Triangle enumeration suffered from an explosion
of intermediate data.
The criticism of shared memory programming stems from its implicit communica-
tion pattern. The programmer has less control over data movement. Understanding
synchronization is more difficult and deadlock is possible. The BSP model regular-
izes and limits communication so as to prevent these situations and makes messaging
explicit to the programmer. In the experiments, the cost of doing so is a factor of
two or less as long as the size of data can be contained.
Shared memory has the distinct advantage for graph algorithms in that data (and
changes to data) can flow more freely through the algorithm. Asynchrony of computa-
tion and communication creates complexity, but also opportunities for algorithms to
converge more quickly. In a shared memory environment, there is no notion of place
or locality, so the data does not have to be partitioned or assigned to workers based on
its position. MapReduce attempts to achieve the same objective by moving work to
the data, but can fail when load imbalance prevents it. Shared memory programming
is agnostic. Load balance is still a concern in shared memory programming, but can
be handled by the programmer (or hopefully in the future by an intelligent runtime).
Bulk synchronous parallel programming has proven itself adept in massive dense
linear algebra computations. In certain cases, such as breadth-first search and con-
nected components, BSP can be a powerful tool for graph algorithms when imple-
mented correctly. Shared memory is likely to remain the primary programming envi-
ronment for the general graph algorithm.
7.3 Latency-oriented Analytics
Chapter 4 describes an application area in which the graph is a dynamical data
structure constantly in motion. Algorithms must strive to keep up with the data.
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We demonstrated a data structure (STINGER) that is capable of reacting to change
quickly while maintaining performance of edge insertions, deletions, and accesses in
a small-world network.
Successful algorithms compute the minimum data that must be re-analyzed and
recomputed given a set of changes. This is likely to be a small neighborhood around
an edge or a vertex. Parallelism can be found by performing a batch of updates at
one time. There are opportunities within a batch to amortize computation.
In some cases, deletions create special situations that are not easily resolvable.
We proposed several approaches, including heuristics, for dealing with these cases.
With heuristics, periodic recomputation is necessary, although may be deferred for
hours or days within an acceptable error limit.
The goal of latency-oriented analytics is to keep analytics up to date with a stream-
ing graph. Some static graph analytics require minutes or hours to compute once.
In a streaming graph, the time between update of the graph and update of the met-
ric should be minimized to minutes or even seconds. Data representations for these
applications must support fast insertions, deletions, updates, as well as accesses by
many analytics. They must be built for parallelism at the foundation.
To accomplish these objectives, STINGER creates parallelism at many levels,
including multiple pathways to access the data depending on objective. The data
is highly semantic with labels on vertices and edges, timestamps, weights, counts,
and other metadata. The data is broken into smaller chunks that can be easily
updated and moved around the system, but large enough to expose a small degree of
parallelism.
Architecture should move to reflect this change in data representations. The
fundamental unit of data is no longer a word or vector, but a block of data. Elements
within the block reflect the status of other elements in the block. For example, the
edge count is a count of the number of valid edges in the block, where a valid edge is
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a 4-tuple in which the first field (the neighbor) is non-negative. Today, this metadata
is kept up to date with complex synchronization protocols. A programmable memory
controller could easily keep the metadata up to date on behalf of the application with
no need for synchronization.
Combining the knowledge of the objectives of the graph access pattern with the
layout of the data representation, a programmable memory controller could return
graph edges in a format suitable for the cache hierarchy and the application. If a loop
is only interested in the neighbor IDs (a basic traversal), the data should be returned
to the process from the memory in “struct of arrays” form. On the other hand, if the
application is reading edges to determine those with a given timestamp, returning
the data in “array of structs” form puts the time information on the same cache line
as the neighbor identifier. This is a level of application and data intelligence we have
never seen in computing.
7.4 Memory Technologies
The analytical results of Chapter 5 demonstrate a significant gap between the access
rate of DRAM technology (both linear and random access) and non-volatile stor-
age devices. To overcome this gap and reach acceptable performance levels with
non-volatile storage requires several orders of magnitude more disks and parallelism.
Spinning hard disk drives offer slower linear performance than the random access per-
formance of DRAM. For this reason, spinning hard disks should only be considered
for capacity reasons.
For big data applications, system architects ought to offer large capacity DRAM
technology, even if the memory is physically distributed. Parallelism in the memory
is key. Multiple processing elements connect to multiple memory controllers. Mem-
ory controllers with multiple memory channels and memory banks offer additional
parallelism. A modest system with 32 GiB per channel and 4096-way parallelism in
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the memory subsystem would offer 140 aggregate TiB of in-memory storage. Each
byte is accessible thanks to high-speed random access.
A comparable system based on solid state drives would require 500,000 or more
devices to offer similar performance. While a 512-node system could offer 4096-way
parallelism in the memory, accommodating 500,000 storage devices would necessitate
thousands of nodes with reasonable limits on the number of devices per node. To-
tal aggregate storage would increase using SSDs due to their underutilization, but
the memory footprint of the computation could not increase without a proportional
increase in execution time.
Hybrid memory technologies are a promising area of research for system designers.
Identifying linear access regions in program execution or data storage and assigning
these regions to devices that excel at linear access, while the remaining random ac-
cesses utilize DRAM, can help alleviate the bottleneck when the computation cannot
fit entirely into memory.
Future memory technologies may also be useful. 3D memory stacking may increase
parallelism within the memory while simultaneously reducing access latency. Phase
change memory is non-volatile, several hundred times faster than flash, and can be
built in high densities. Phase change memory could replace DRAM in future big data
systems, or act in hybrid with DRAM as part of the memory hierarchy offering much
larger capacities per node. Future memory technologies will consume less power and
space than current storage technologies [96], and should be a candidate for adoption
close to the processor.
7.5 Reliability & Resilience
As systems grow larger, the probability of component failure grows exponentially.
Scientific applications manage failure through checkpoint and restart mechanisms,
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including distributed and asynchronous protocols [97, 98, 99]. Hadoop, and MapRe-
duce, handle failure through redundancy of data and computation. There is a signif-
icant overhead to detection and restart of failed computation, as well as the need to
periodically re-balance data.
In Chapter 5, we observed the possibility that a BSP algorithm would produce a
large quantity of intermediate data (much more than the input size). BSP algorithms,
unlike pure MapReduce, maintain state between supersteps, and this state must be
protected in a resilient manner. Storing larger quantities of temporary or dynamic
data in a redundant fashion stresses interconnection networks and wastes accesses to
the data, which are the limiting resource to performance.
Resilience can be managed in hardware with lower overhead. Triple modular
redundancy, or related techniques, can handle node failure with similar system com-
plexity without the need to re-balance data or store intermediate state to non-volatile
storage. The computations of interest are extremely large and the data contain many
sources of error. Care should be taken to minimize the impact of hardware failure
below the noise floor of the data.
Since the graph database server contains a representation of raw data in the data
warehouse, failure at this level can be handled by re-creating the lost portions of
the graph from the original data. The data warehouse is better equipped to handle
redundancy. The graph database can be re-built in an online fashion without stopping
running analytics. When the data is back up to date, online analytics will adjust their
outputs.
7.6 Integration
A major driver behind the adoption of MapReduce and Hadoop is their reliance on
commodity hardware: servers, storage, networks, and programming environments.
The economic cost to develop on top of open source frameworks with commodity
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hardware is thought to be much less than application-specific custom hardware and
software. At each layer (software, runtime, hardware), the gap between custom per-
formance and commodity performance compounds. Comparing to others’ work, we
have obtained 100x or greater performance using custom hardware and software on
problem instances of 100 times greater size [91, 100].
There is promising research using commodity microprocessors to do latency-tolerant
graph analytics by using extreme volumes of lightweight threading [101]. In these ex-
periments, thousands of extremely lightweight threads are spawned per core. Cores
explicitly manage transactions in main memory enabling lightweight locking and
atomic operations. This is a promising avenue of research, but also highlights the
inadequacy of interconnection networks and current system design.
If we look at the system architecture of a commodity multicore server today, it
bears a striking resemblance to the architecture of the first personal computers. We
use a stored program and data in memory. Data is brought from memory across the
bus to the CPU registers. Data in registers is computed and stored to other registers,
then copied back to memory. Multicore continues to adopt this model.
The rise of multicore computing was the result of inexpensive transistors, Moore’s
Law, and the diminishing returns of microarchitectural innovation. Moore’s Law
continues to shrink digital designs, but the static system architecture prevents these
new transistors from appearing anywhere but the processor (and largely in the form
of ever growing caches).
Why not employ inexpensive processing units throughout the system? As far
back as the 1970s, the von Neumann architecture’s separation of CPU and memory
was seen as a bottleneck that inhibited more creative designs and programming con-
structs [102]. Even though the bus between memory, the processor, and everything
else has been replaced with more modern networks, bandwidth and latency to mem-
ory remain the most critical factors to performance on data-intensive problems. We
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have observed experimentally that some locality exists within these problems, but
not enough for caches to be effective at any size less than the problem size.
Multicore processors and parallel programming have done little to alleviate the
bottleneck since the CPUs are starved for data. Placing general purpose processors
on the other size of the network increases the flexibility of the system, but also
increases programming complexity. A processing element closer to the data could
handle operations on behalf of the CPU, including atomic operations, data movement
and copying, data filtering and restructuring, and data-dependent pre-fetching. Two
cores on either side of the network have a symbiotic relationship as each handles the
tasks it is best positioned for.
Since the MapReduce framework, and arguably big data analytics in general,
depends on massive data stores of non-volatile storage, the same processing elements
can be deployed to the storage devices to handle in-place operations, indexing, search,
and filtering. Netezza developed a database platform that utilized FPGAs on hard
drives, but the technology has yet to be widely adopted [103].
If high performance computing and big data analytics are to depend on com-
modity hardware and software, then we must begin to innovate in the commodity
design space. Change at the system level bears less risk than at the microprocessor
level and can be prototyped as middleware in early adoption phases. New memory
technologies that will be production-ready in the coming years present an excellent
opportunity to make changes to the system architecture. By re-thinking and inno-
vating the macroarchitecture, we can fully take advantage of these new technologies




The volume of data produced by the digital world continues to grow. Advances in
digital storage techniques enable collection and retention of the data, but do little
to produce insights into meaning. Knowledge discovery requires new algorithms that
solve for unknown phenomena. Many existing algorithms are unscalable to large data
volumes or contain optimization problems that are NP-complete or NP-hard.
The objective of this research is to study techniques for engineering parallel graph
algorithms that scale on current- and future-generation systems and data sets. We
investigate architectural features and requirements to understand the interplay of
data, hardware, and algorithm. With increased understanding of design trade-offs, we
close the loop between algorithm and hardware design for data-intensive applications.
The key challenges to high performance scalability in static graph algorithms are
parallelism, synchronization, and hot-spotting. We compute the connected compo-
nents of a scale-free network with over 17 billion edges in 86.6 seconds on the 128-
processor Cray XMT. This result was only possible after identifying hotspots in the
shared memory algorithm. The algorithm contained an optimization that reduced
the number of iterations to convergence, but the scale-free nature of the data com-
bined with the label pushing optimization caused a hotspot to materialize at high
thread counts. Removing the optimization greatly increases scalability to 113x on
128 processors. Without the optimization, however, convergence is slow on graphs
with large diameters. The efficient algorithm identifies that the graph diameter is
large and switches the optimization on automatically.
Realizing that the graph data under study contains noise and missing edges,
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we sought to make graph algorithms more robust against changes when develop-
ing k-betweenness centrality. Traditional betweenness centrality executes successive
breadth-first searches to determine shortest paths. k-Betweenness centrality aug-
ments this metric with short paths that are within k hops of the shortest path dis-
tance. We demonstrate several techniques, including reducing synchronization by
restructuring the algorithm and manually unrolling loops and functions, that enable
near-linear scaling up to 96 processors on the Cray XMT. This level of scalability re-
duces the computation from over five hours to just four minutes on a scale-free graph
with 135 million edges. Running this new algorithm on a real data set, we observe
that a striking number of vertices lie within two hops of the shortest path, but are
not considered by betweenness centrality.
Dynamic, streaming graph analysis has many of the same challenges as static
graph analysis. In streaming graph algorithms, the quantity of parallelism is greatly
reduced to the size of the batch of edges being considered and often the neighbor-
hood around them. The goal of efficient streaming graph analysis is to determine an
algorithm that computes only the changed values in the graph with minimum data
access.
We determined in early work that a single edge insertion does not produce enough
parallelism in a large graph to fully utilize a current multithreaded system. More
parallelism is needed, and can be found by considering a batch of edge insertions
at a time. A side effect of this approach is per-edge work may overlap, increasing
efficiency.
A data structure for streaming graphs must be able to store graph vertices and
edges that contain metadata, such as degree, label, type, and time information. The
graph is scale-free with a power-law distribution in the number of neighbors a vertex
has. The data structure must be able to support vertices with high and low degree
with minimum waste. A capable data structure will support efficient algorithms for
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edge and vertex insertion, deletion, modification, and query in which the performance
cost for each is predictable and similar.
We parallelize edge insertion and removal in STINGER by analyzing a series of
techniques that includes batching of edge updates and a thread-safe insertion proto-
col that utilizes lightweight synchronization to allow multiple threads to operate on
edges incident on a common vertex. This work brought the insertion performance of
STINGER on the Cray XMT from 950 updates per second to over 3.1 million up-
dates per second. On an Intel x86 server, insertion performance increased from 12,000
updates per second to 1.8 million updates per second. We demonstrate that linear
scalability can be achieved in a parallel streaming graph data structure by increasing
parallelism and decreasing contention.
STINGER is the basis for new streaming algorithms to track clustering coefficients
and connected components. The clustering coefficients algorithm realizes that a sin-
gle edge insertion (or deletion) affects only the numerator of the clustering coefficient
for the endpoint vertices of the edge and their common neighbors. Different set inter-
section techniques can be used depending on cache configurations and the quantity
of parallelism needed. The streaming connected components algorithm transforms a
batch of edges from the vertex space to the component space and quickly resolves
new labels. Deletions require full recomputation in the general case, but we identify
several strategies using neighbor intersection and spanning trees to reduce the number
of cases that cannot easily be resolved.
Disk-based cloud systems that use various implementations of the MapReduce
parallel programming model are one possible alternative to shared memory, multi-
threaded systems for graph computations. We discuss several aspects of the MapRe-
duce model that are poor fits for graph algorithms. The bulk synchronous parallel
(BSP) programming model, which is used by the Pregel and Giraph frameworks for
graphs, better expresses graph algorithms and can be implemented in a disk-based
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cloud system. We investigate the algorithmic effects of BSP graph algorithms by mea-
suring and comparing machine-independent characteristics of execution with shared
memory graph algorithms. We find that connected components and triangle counting
BSP algorithms read and write more data than the shared memory equivalents. The
breadth-first search algorithm is extremely similar in BSP and shared memory, except
for the representation of the frontier.
Next we sought to understand the performance trade-offs of disk-based hardware
for graph computations and graphs that are stored in main memory. Using a mi-
crobenchmark, the access time per data element was measured on a current-generation
system for each of the graph algorithms. For connected components and breadth-first
search, the random access is dominant and time per element did not scale with graph
size. Triangle counting, which contains long sections of linear accesses, displays a
constant access time per element for graphs up to 2 GiB.
Using the memory access time data collected and microbenchmark data for ran-
dom and sequential access of leading hard disk drives and solid state drives, we develop
a performance model for data access time on future systems. Future systems are likely
to consist of many parallel disks, many parallel memory banks, or both. Measuring
the quantity of data accesses and the proportion of random data accesses, we can
suggest the expected computation execution time for a specified number of disk or
memory devices. We find that hard disk drives are not competitive, except in extreme
quantities over 5 million disks. SSDs are faster, but several orders of magnitude more
devices are needed to match the performance of DRAM.
Putting together the algorithms, programming models, and hardware architec-
tures, we arrive at a proposed system architecture for massive-scale analytics. This
system considers streaming graph data as well as static graph algorithms. Raw,
unstructured data is processed in the cloud, and all graph edges are stored in a disk-
based system. One or more graph databases running on highly multithreaded servers
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produce graph representations of subsets of the data according to application or user-
specified requirements. Small portions of the graph database can be downloaded and
run locally on a user workstation as memory allows.
Graph algorithms can be run at any level of the hierarchy as long as the required
vertices and edges are present. If the data are not resident, and adequate resources
exist, portions of the graph must be retrieved from a higher level. We extend our data
access time model for this hybrid architecture. We show that for some algorithms,
such as connected components, the best choice is to run the algorithm in the graph
database, even if the entire graph edge list must be retrieved from disk. In other cases,
such as triangle counting, the cost of moving the edge list to the graph database from
the SSD-based system is too high. For breadth-first search, there is a clear trade-off. If
less than half of the edges are present in the graph database, the computation should
be run in the cloud. Otherwise it is faster to update the graph database and run
there. Much like an in-memory index to a database table on disk, the multithreaded
graph database is faster than the disk-based edge list if a significant portion of the
required data is available. The model is parameterized, and different combinations of
disks and memory can be studied for different algorithms.
For the first time, we have an understanding of the performance profiles of dif-
ferent storage media. It is clear that spinning hard disk drives cannot compete with
in-memory analytics. Solid state drives are possible competitors, but at greater quan-
tities than DRAM. We see that the programming model can have a profound effect on
algorithm performance, which can be amplified by hardware design. Future systems
will combine massively parallel main memories and SSDs (and possibly phase change
memory) to form a highly heterogeneous data processing platform. This shift away
from loosely-coupled homogeneous system designs ought to motivate new research
into heterogeneous architectures and programming models.
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